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THE AMINO ACID CONTENT AND NUTRITIVE VALUE OF THE PROTEINS OF
COTTONSEED MEAL
I. INTRODUCTION
A. CHEMISTRY OF THE PROTEINS OF COTTONSEED MEAL 
NATURE OF THE PROTEINS. One of the e a r l ie s t  references to the composi­
tion of the proteins of cottonseed meal was made by Riithauaen ( l )  in 1831.
He s ta te s  that he repeatedly attempted to prepare c ry s ta l l in e  proteins from 
cottonseed cake, peanuts, sunflower seed and other substances, but without 
success, a l t  ho he did separate th9 proteins in the form of spheroids.
Osborns and Voorh963 (2) studied the proteins of cottonseed meal quite 
extensively. The protein obtained in the purest s ta te  had the nature of a 
globulin, being soluble in 3alt  so lu tion s, and comprised 15.83 per cent of 
the a i r  dry and o i l  f ree meal and contained 42.3 per cent of the to ta l  nitro­
gen of the meal. Another protein (o r  proteins) 'was found to b9 insoluble in 
s a l t  solutions but soluble in 0.2 per cent potash solution and amounted to
44.3 per cent of the to ta l  nitrogen of the meal. Two per cent of the to ta l  
*
nitrogen was present in the form of water soluble proteose. Thus the remain­
ing nitrogenous matter, containing 11.4 per cent of the to ta l  nitrogen, was 
insoluble in both s a l t  and alkaline so lu tions. The globulin was given the 
name "Edestin" from the Greek word "Edestos", sign ify ing edible, since i t  
agreed in composition with and had properties s im ila r  to the protein prepared 
from the seeds of wheat, maize, hemp, ca s to r  bean, squash and f l a x .
The following table presents a comparison of the composition of the 
edestin of cottonseed with that of other 3eeds, the figu res  given fo r  the 
former being the average of the resu lts  of the analyses of s ix  of the purest 
preparations.
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Carbon 51. Vi 51.03 51. 71 51.28 51.31 51.66 51.48
Hydrogen 6.86 6.85 6,85 6.84 6.97 6.89 6.94
Nitrogen 18.64 18.39 18.12 18.84 18. 75 18.51 18.60
Sulphu r 0.62 0.69 0.86 0.8 7 0. 76 0.88 0.81
Oxygen 22.17 23.04 22.46 22.17 22.21 22.06 22.17
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE NITROGEN IN THE INDIVIDUAL PROTEINS. The d is­
tribution of nitrogen in various protein bodies was studied exhaustively 
by Osborne and Harris ( 3 ) ,who employed the Hausmann method (4 ) ,  modified in 
some p a rt icu la r s .  The following table is typ ica l of th e ir  re su lts .














Globulin, cotton seed 1.92 5.71 11.01 —~ 18.64
Globulin, wheat 1.42 6.83 9.82 0.28 18.39
Globulin, f la x  seed 2.00 4 . 77 11.49 0.22 18.48
Sain, maize 2 .97 0.49 12.51 0.16 16.13
Horde in, barley 4.01 0. 77 12.04 0.23 17.21
These investigators emphasise the fa c t  that "The most str ik in g  feature  
shown by th is table is the wide range in the amount of basic nitrogen ob­
tained from the d ifferen t p ro te in s ."  They s ta te  further "This wide v ar ia­
tion  in the proportion of basic decomposition products of the various pro­
te in s ,  as Kossel and Kutscher point out, raises important questions regard-
-3-
ing th e ir  food value."
In a study of the forms of nitrogen precipitated  by phosphotungstic 
acid, Osborne (5) determined the amounts of the three basic amino acids , 
h istid in e , arginine and lysine , in a number of proteins. It was assumed 
in making the calculations that no other amino acid3 than the three men­
tioned were precipitated by the phosphotungstic acid . Some of the resu lts 
expressed in percentage of the protein, are presented below.













Basic N in 
p .c . of that 
precip itated
Globulin, cotton 
seed 3.46 13.51 2.06 5.69 5.71 -0.02 99.65
Legumelin, soy 
bean 2.04 5.35 4.91 3.21 3.09 0.13 104.22
G liadin , wheat 0.58 3.16 0.00 1.19 1.09 0.09 108.30
Hordein, barley 1.28 2.16 0.00 1.05 0. 77 0.28 136.40
Zein, maize 0.32 1.35 0.00 0.65 0.49 0.16 132.60
The content of the mono-amino acids of the "ede3tin" of cottonseed 
meal was determined by Abderhalden and Rostoski (6) by the use of the F ischer 
e s te r  method ( ? ) ,  and is  as fo llow s, calculated f o r  dry, a s h f r e e  edestin 
of cottonseed:-
Glycocoil 1.2 per cent
Aianin 4 .5  *  "
Amino valerianic  acid present
a-proline 2.3 per cent
Leucin* 15.5 *  "












These resu lts  are stated  to agree very c lose ly  in the proportionate quan­
t i t y  of amino acids to the edestin of hemp seed.
THS DISTRIBUTION OF NITROGEN IN TM? COMBINED PROTEINS. The quantitative 
determination of the amino acids of feedingstu ffs  by means of the Van Slyke 
method (3) was undertaken by Grindley and his co-workars (9 ) .  In th is in­
vestigation , the methods of Van Slyke were followed to a considerable extent, 
but larger quantities cf the o r ig in a l material were used than in the case of 
the protein substances analyzed by Van Slyke. The experimenters s ta te  that 
the results "indicate  that the Van Slyke method f o r  the determination of the 
chemical groups ch aracter ist ic  of the amino acids can be applied d irectly  to 
the quantitative determination of the amino acids of feeding3tuffs with at 
le a s t  a f a i r  degree of accuracy." The following table  includes some of the 
data obtained, expressed in per cent of the to ta l  nitrogen of the f eeding­
stuf f .
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About 1915 Nollau (10) attempted to apply the Van Slyke (3) method of 
analysis to a study of the d istr ibution  of the nitrogen in the proteins of 
feed in gstu ffs .  Samples of the fin e ly  ground feeds were hydrolyzed with twenty 
p e rc e n t  hydrochloric acid u n til  the content of amino acid, as determined 
by the Van Slyke method, became constant. The material insoluble in hydro- 
chloric acid was f i l t e r e d  o f f ,  the c le a r  extract concentrated under dimin­
ished pressure and made up to a certain volume* The to ta l  nitrogen content 
of th is  extract wa3 used as a basis  f o r  calculating the f in a l  re su lt s .  Some 
of the data obtained are shown in the table  below*






















acid N (A- 
mino N of 
f i l t r a t e )
Prolin.oxy- 
p ro l ,try p . 
e tc . (Non­
amino N of 




meal 14.06 6.27 2.W 12. 77 7.5 7 1.94 45.02 7.49 9 7.36
Maize ker­
nel 4.63 7.00 4.06 16.19 4.45 8.53 46.69 0.00 94.55
Oat grain 13.31 2.97 4.49 11.42 9,53 0.00 43.49 11.29 96.51
Barley grainl6.19 2.87 4.38 8.65 6.70 0.00 44.16 18.37 101.32
Rye grain 15.00 1.54 2.20 10.49 10.43 1.24 3 7.96 21.36 100.52
Gluten
(wheat) 22.53 1.01 1.91 7.61 5.57 0.51 49.05 9. 76 9 7.95
A report of the subseouent work of Grindley and his co-workers ( l l )  
shows that the results obtained by them do not agree in d e ta i l  with thoss 
obtained by Nollau. It is  claimed by the former that since Nollau f i l t e r e d  
off the so lid  residue a f te r  hydrolysis of the feedingstuff and before making 
his to ta l  nitrogen determinations upon which the f in a l  ca lcu lations were 
based, that his results cannot be used to calcu late  the amino acid content
- 6-
of the feeds since a p a r t  of the to ta l  nitrogen was undoubtedly discarded in 
the so lid  residue. The sulphur determinations of Nollan are from two to 
fou r  times as high as those of G rindley,et a l . ,  and hence his lysine values 
are much lower than those of the l a t t e r  investigators.
Of the feedingstu ffs  cottonseed meal, a l f a l f a  hay, barley, whole wheat, 
roiled wheat, white soy beans, o ats , tankage and blood meal, analyses of 
which were made by Grindley and his co-wcrkere, the f i r s t  was found to have 
the lowest content of mono-amine acid nitrogen, 48.25 per cent, and corres- 
pondingly the highest diamino acid nitrogen content, 30.42 per cent, (ex­
pressed in p e rc e n t  of the to ta l  nitrogen of the feed ) .  Likewise cottonseed 
meal was found to have the highest arginine content of any of the feeds men­
tioned, 19.52 per cent, and the lowest cystine content, 0.65 per cent, while 
in h istid ine and lysine content cottonseed meal occupies a medium position .
HP ATS OF COMBUSTION OF Tffi PROTEINS. The heats of combustion of several 
vegetable proteins were carefully  determined by Benedict ana Osborne (12).
The following table includes a few of the resu lts of th e ir  work. The resu lts, 
expressed in percentage, are calculated f o r  one gram of dry substance.
HEATS OF COMBUSTION OF VARIOUS PROTEINS
C. H. N. S. 0. Calo ries 
per gram
Globulin, cotton 
seed 51. 71 6.86 18.30 0.62 22.51 5596
Glycinin, soy bean 52.01 6.89 17,4 7 0. 71 22.92 5668
Gliadin, wheat,rye 52. 72 6.86 17.66 1.03 21. 73 5 738
Globulin, wheat 51,03 6.85 18.30 0.69 23.13 5358
Horde in, barley 54.29 6.80 17.20 0.85 20.86 5916
In commenting upon th e ir  determinations, the investigators s ta te ;
-7-
” In general the higher heats of combustion are found fo r  those proteins 
which have a higher carbon content and sim ilarly  fo r  those with lower oxy­
gen content. Many ir r e g u la r i t ie s ,  however, appear in the preceding table  
which are doubtless due to the d ifferen t proportion of the various amine 
acids which constitute the molecules of the d ifferen t p ro te in s .”
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION OF CHEMISTFY OF THE PROTEINS. It is  evident from 
the foregoing discussion that our knowledge of the composition of the pro­
teins of cottonseed meal is v«ry incomplete. The globulin is  the only pro­
te in  of the cottonseed which has been isolated in pure form and whose com­
position  has been determined. The globulin, however, according to Osborne 
ar.d Voorhees ( ? ) ,  contains only 42.3 per cent of the to ta l  nitrogen of the 
cottonseed. The character, identity and chemical composition of the remain­
ing proteins are p rac t ica lly  unknown, and i t  is  evident from the data given 
above that cur knowledge of the d istr ibu tion  of the nitrogen in the pro­
te in s of cottonseed meal is  very meager indeed. The investigation of the 
d istr ibution  of the nitrogen in the proteins of cottonseed meal, is  therefore, 
a f i e ld  of study which should be undertaken from both the sc ie n t i f ic  and 
economic standpoints.
B. THE NUTRITIVE VALUE OF THE PROTEINS OF COTTONSEED
UTILIZATION. Fraps (13) gives the u t i l iz a t io n  of the proteins of cotton­
seed meal by steers  or sheep as 88.4 per cent. Henry and Morrison (14) give 
the d ig e s t ib i l i ty  of the protein of choice and prime cottonseed meal as 84 
per cent. Mendel and Fine (15), in a study of the u t i l iz a t io n  of the pro­
teins of the cottonseed by dogs found that the proteins of cottonseed f lo u r  
containing 7.4 per cent nitrogen were not assim ilated to nearly 30 great an 
extent as +he proteins of meat. The u t i l iz a t io n  of the nitrogen of cotton­
seed f lo u r  by dogs ranged f rom 6 7 to 75 per cent, while the nitrogen of meat
- 8-
sriven in dietsr containing comparable or greater amounts of indigestib le  
m aterial, ws.s u t i lized  to the extent of 88 to 93 p e r c e n t .
Rather (16) compared the d ig e s t ib i l i ty  and u t i l iz a t io n  of the proteins 
of cottonseed meal and f lo u r  with the proteins of meat using men as su b jects . 
He found that the u t i l iz a t io n  value f o r  the proteins of cottonseed meal 
ranged from ?£. 7 to 80.2 per cent with an average of 77.6 per cent, while 
the proteins of cottonseed f lo u r  gave values of 79.2 to 75.7 par cent and 
averaged 79.5 per cent. No sign ificance was attached to the small differences 
between cottonseed meal and cottonseed f lo u r ,  iiich higher f igu res were ob­
tained f o r  the prot6in3 of meat, the average u t i l iz a t io n  being 96.6 per cent.
The coeffic ien ts  of d ig e s t ib i l i ty  of the proteins of the cottonseed 
when the gastr ic  juice of the dogsis employed, are reported by Pomaski (|7) 
to be f rom 99 to 100 per cent.
NUTRITION EXPERIMENTS. Richardson and Green (18) have published a 
se r ie s  of papers relating to the nutritional value of cottonseed meal and 
f lo u r , /lbino rats were employed as the experimental animals. Cottonseed 
meal and f lo u r  were found to bte sa t is fac to ry  sources of protein in the d ie t , 
of ra ts .  The proteins in d ie ts  containing 50 per c?nt cottonseed f lo u r , pro­
te in  free  milk, ana bu tter fa t ,  were found to su f f ic e  fo r  normal growth and de­
velopment and fo r  reproduction to the third generation. The addition of 5 
per cent of casein to such a d iet caused no b etter  growth, but was indueive 
to more rapid reproduction. While a d iet containing 18 per cent of cotton­
seed protein when supplemented with su ff ic ie n t  amounts of a l l  other substances 
necessary fo r  nutrition induced p rac t ica lly  normal growth in the male rat 
and b e tte r  than average in the female, such a d iet caused high mortality in 
the l i t t e r s  of the second generation. Both the males and females of the 
second generation were slightly undersize at 148 days of age. With d iets  con­
taining 12 per cent or le s s  of cottonseed protein, normal growth was not s s -
-9-
ou red, but on diets containing as l i t t l e  as s ix  per cent cottonseed protein, 
l iv e  weights were maintained f o r  a considerable period.
Mendel (19) s ta te s  that normal growth has been secured f o r  consider­
able periods when the following proteins have been fed individually in s u i t ­
able concentration; globulin of cottonseed; g lu te l ir  of maize; glutenin of 
wheat; glycinin of the soy beah; edestin of hemp s e cd.
In observations of the growth of albino rats during feeding investiga­
tions with isolated food substances, Osborne and Mendel (20) found that ade­
quate growth was secured on a ration containing 18 per cent cottonseed glob­
u lin , the balance of the ration being composed of "protein free  milk", starch  
and f a t .
Tn studying the e ffec t  of the amino acid content of the ration on the 
growth of chickens, the same investigators (21) found that " in  further ac­
cord with the observations of the growth of ra ts ,  cottonseed f lo g r  forms a 
su itab le  adjuvant fo r  the proteins of com gluten, whereby in the presence of 
"protein free  milk", bu tter fa t ,  e tc . ,  sa t is fac to ry  increments of growth can 
be obtained."
In further studies of the relative value of certain proteins as sup­
plements to com gluten, Osborne and Mendel (22) prepared the proteins of 
commercial cottonseed f lo u r  by extracting the f lo u r  by sodium, hydroxide 
solution and then precip itating  the proteins by neutralization . The U3e 
in the d iet of proteins prepared in th is manner demonstrated the "pronounced 
e ffic iency" of the proteins of cottonseed as supplements to com gluten, 
while the proteins of brewers* grains and "vegetable albumin" f lo u r  were 
shown to bs comparatively in e f f ic ie n t .  When one f i f t h  to one fourth of the 
corn gluten protein was replaced by the protein of cottonseed f lo u r ,  the 
rats were enabled to make mere rapid growth than when one half or as much 
as two thirds of the tota ln itrcgen  was replaced by the proteins of brewers*
- 10-
g ra ir s  or "vegetable albumin f lo u r . "  The inefficiency of the corn gluten 
is  attributed to i t s  low content of lysine and tryptophane.
Osborne and Mendel (23), in an extensive investigation regarding the 
use of cottonseed as food found that in "feeding experiments on rats in 
which these proteins furnished prac t ica lly  a l l  of the food nitrogen and in 
which the other essen tia l  dietary components were supplied by adding to the 
products to be tested a su itab le  mixture of "protein free  milk", butter f a t  
and starch  which with the addition of adequate protein, has been shown in
hundreds of experiments to be su ff ic ie n t  f o r  perfect g ro w th ,----- sa t is fac to ry
growth can be made by rats when either cottonseed globulin or  the to ta l  cot­
tonseed protein precipitated  from a lk a l i  extracts of cottonseed meal is em­
ployed without other s ign if ican t  protein sources in the mixture. In exper­
iments in which the inorganic components were furnished by our " a r t i f i c i a l  
protein free  milk" there was no fa i lu re  of growth when the cottonseed meal 
was used, thus suggesting that the l a t t e r  contains the equivalent of the 
'determinant', 'food accessory ', or 'vitamin' deemed e ssen tia l  f o r  nutrition 
and furnished in f a t  free milk." Since " sa t i s fac to ry  growth" was attained on 
d ie ts  containing an equivalent of 9 per cent of cottonseed protein and "con­
siderable growth" was made on d iets  containing 6 per cent protein ,these ex­
perimenters s ta te  that th is  a t te s t s  the excellent quality of cottonseed pro­
teins .
The high nutritive value of cottonseed proteins was fu rth er  demonstrated 
in the above mentioned experiments by employing cottonseed f lo u r  as a supple­
ment to " in fe r io r"  protein concentrates such as corn gluten, d i s t i l l e r s '  
grains and "vegetable albumin f lo u r ."  These protein concentrates are deficient 
o r  poorly balanced in th e ir  amine acid content, but with the use of cottonseed 
proteins as a supplement, good growth was secured.
McCollum and Simmonds (24), as a resu lt of experiments designed to te s t
- l i ­
the value of some seed proteins fo r  maintenance, conclude that ’’cottonseed 
proteins are of re latively  good quality as indicated by the maintenance of 
body weight in a l l r a t s  f ed a ration whose 6 per cent protein content was de­
rived from th is source."
The relation of the quality of proteins to milk production has been 
studied in deta il  by Hart and Humphrey (25). In these investigations, in 
which dairy' cows were employed, the concentrates furnished approximately 40 
per cent of the d ige stib le  protein of the rations and were used to supplement 
a basal ration of com meal, com s i la g e  and clover hay. The to ta l  protein 
formed 12 percen t of the dry matter. While e a r l ie r  experiments had shown 
the efficiency of the proteins of com meal and com stover, these experi­
ments showed an equality in efficiency of the proteins of gluten feed, o i l  
meal, d i s t i l l e r s '  grains and cottonseed meal as supplements to the protein 
of com meal and clover hay. In a l a t e r  se r ie s  of experiments (26) of the 
same nature, the concentrates furnished approximately 37 per cent of the pro­
te in  of the rations and were used to supplement a basal ration of com s i la g e  
and a l f a l f a  hay. In these exp o riments, about ten per cent of the dry matter 
of the ration consisted of protein and thsnutritive  ratio was 1 :8 .4 .  Thef
efficiency of the various concentrates employed was calculated on the basis 
of the to ta l  nitrogen absorbed by the animals. In the case of d ifferen t 
experimental animals,the nitrogen of the milk plus orminu3 that of t i s su e  
formed or destroyed was found to comprise 28 per cent, 35 per cent, and 42 
per cent, respectively, of the nitrogen absorbed from a ration containing 
cottonseed meal. When gluten feed was employed as th6 concentrate, the e f f i ­
ciency of the same animals was found to be 43 per cent, 40 per cent and 43 
per cent, respectively. Oil meal showed an efficiency of 33 per cent, 40 
per cent, and 4 7 per cent, while d i s t i l l e r s '  grains had the highest efficiency, 
50 per cent, 51 per cent and 53 per cent, respectively.
-12-
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION OF NUTRITIVE VALUE OF THE PROTEINS. From a re­
view of the l i te ra tu re ,  i t  is apparent that investigations upon the nutri­
t iv e  value of the proteins of cottonseed meal are quite limited in extent.
In the majority of experiments c ited , the investigators draw th e ir  conclu­
sions from the maintenance of l i r e  weight, increase in l iv e  weight, s ta te  of 
health or combinations of these c re ter ia .  In most cases the amount of food 
consumed is net recorded, so that i t  is impossible to judge whether or not 
the resu lts secured were due to a f a i lu r e  of the animals to consume a s u f f i ­
cient amount of certain  rations in order to cover th e ir  en3rgy requirements.
In but one se r ie s  of experiments (25,26), wer9 the conclusions based upon 
metabolism stu d ies . In these stu d ies , however, the nutritive  value of the 
cottonseed meal proteins was not studied by the use of rations in which cotton­
seed meal formed the so le  source of protein,but on the contrary these pro- 
teins formed only 37 per cent to 40 per cent of the to ta l  content of digestible 
protein furnished from three or  more sources. It is not evident, the ref o re, 
whether the results obtained represent the true nutritive  value of cottonseed 
meal proteins fo r  milk production or whether th e ir  nutritive  value was actually 
lowered due to the simultaneous interaction of thejbhree or more kinds of pro­
tein  in the ration. Renee, the further study of the nutritive  value of the 
proteins of cottonseed meal is desirab le .
TOXICITY OF COTTONSEED MEALPROBABLY NOT DUE TO PROTEINS. The resu lts 
of numerous feeding experiments, both in this country and in Europe indicate 
that "swine - part icu larly  young pigs - calves, sheep, horses, coys, s te e r s ,  
dogs, ca ts ,  guinea p igs, rabbits, f i s h ,  poultry and other animals may be in­
jured by eating cottonseed meal. Some of the smaller animals, such as pig3 
and calves, seem to be more susceptible to i t s  injury than cows, steers  and 
s im ila r  animals* This, however,may have been due to th e ir  youth, or, more
probably, to a consumption of la rg e r  quantities of meal in proportion to
-13-
th e ir  l iv e  weight. When the meal was fed in connection with pastura&e, or 
when i t  had been steamed, boiled or fermented, or when fed with mineral mat­
te r ,  particu larly  iron compounds, i t  often seemed to exert no apparent injury 
to pigs even when fed in rather large quan tit ies .
"The injury resulting from the feeding of cottonseed meal to stock has 
been attributed to; (a) the o i l  in the meal; (b) i t s  crude f ib e r ;  (c) excess 
of nitrogen and perverted metabolism; (a) the action of bacteria and molds;
(e) presence of bstain , cholin, or other a lkalo id s, and to gossypol; (f ) 
to injurious phosphorus compounds; (g) to a protein group containing loosely 
bound sulphur, which interferes with normal iron metabolism; to worms and 
certain  other causes, which, perhaps, are not of su ff ic ie n t  merit to warrant 
discussion here." (2 7)
From an examination of the l i te ra tu re ,  i t  would seem that there is but 
l i t t l e  basis fo r  attr ibuting  the to x ic ity  of cottonseed meal to i t s  proteins. 
The assumption that the high protein content of cottonseed meal was responsible 
f o r  i t s  harmful e ffec ts  (28), was examined by Dinwidaie (29), who maintains 
that th is theory is "not supported by a study of the recorded feeding t e s t s .
In those conducted by the experiment sta tion s cottonseed meal has been usually 
fed in combination with ground com or kaf i r  com so as to form an approxi­
mately balanced ration. Moreover, our 0'«i experiments show a l e s s e r  f a ta l  ity 
in the more highly nitrogenous ration,cottonseed meal and bran, than in the 
wider ration of cottonseed meal and co m ."
Wells and Ewing (2 7), however, believe that "In a restricted  ration, 
such as used ir. one se r ie s ,  pigs were seriously injured or k illed  tyithin four 
to s ix  weeks by eating d ige ster  tankage in amounts of nitrogen equivalent to 
that in a provisional lethal dose of cottonseed meal,which was approximately 
15 grams daily fo r  each p ig . This would indicate that, if cottonseed meal 
is  fed in a re str ic ted  ration and in large quantities , the ration may injure
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and k i l l  p igs, even though it  should contain no spec if ic  toxic substance."
Withers and Brewster (30) were led a3 a result of th e ir  experiments to 
the hypothesis that the toxic principle of cottonseed meal is a certain 
group of the protein molc-cule which contains loosely bound sulphur, and th£ 
the injurious e ffects  of the meal are due to the reaction between th is group 
and the iron of the blood. Later work by Withers and associates  (31), how­
ever, led them to conclude that the tox ic ity  of cottonseed meal is due to 
the presence of "gossypol", a dsf inite chemical compound soluble in ether 
and an iline . They believe "gossypol" may be changed to a nearly related sub­
stance "D-gossypol", the l a t t e r  being insoluble in ether but soluble in 
an iline . When in alcoholic solution either of these compounds forms preci­
p ita te s  with the alcohol soluble proteins of wheat f lo u r  and of cottonseed 
meal. They reason that the reduction of the to x ic ity  of cottonseed meal by 
heating may be due to the in ab ility  of the animal to digest the "gossypol”,  
or "D-gossypol" protein compound.
In th e ir  se r ie s  of feeding experiments with albino rats ,  Richardson 
and Green (IB) observed no toxic e f fe c ts .  Rations containing forty  to f if ty­
per cent cottonseed f lo u r  were fed to rats thru four successive generations 
and to one individual fo r  565 days. Osborne and tfenael (23), also employing 
rats as experimental animals, s ta te  that "No toxic symptoms have appeared, 
even when the supposedly harmful meal also was used, during a period in which 
the animals attained a large s i z e . "  On the other hand, in feeding experiment 
with the< cottonseed kernels themselves i t  was; found that a toxic substance 
is  present which renders rations containing the kernels unsatisfactory  f o r  
the nutrition of ra ts .
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION OF TOXICITY. Tn the l igh t  of the foregoing d i s ­
cussion, it seem3 very doubtful if the toxicity  of cottonseed meal may be 
attributed  tc either i t s  high protein content or to the character of the
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proteins which it  contains. Further, i t  seems c le a r  that cemmercial cotton­
seed meal or f lo u r  of good quality may provide p rac t ica l ly  the entire n itrog­
enous components of the ration fo r  albino rats over a long period of time 
with'no injurious e ffec ts  becoming manifest.
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II. METHODS EMPLOYED IN THE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PROTEINS
OF COTTONSEED MEAL1
PREPARATION OF SAMPLE
A sack of good quality commercial cottonseed meal was purchased on the 
market. The meal had a bright yellow color and was comparatively free  from 
h u lls .  The meal was emptied on a clean concrete f lo o r  and thoroughly mixed. 
The amount was reduced by quartering until two quarters formed the amount 
desired fo r  the sample to be analyzed. Thi3 sample was f insly ground, passed 
through a forty mesh sieve and thoroughly mixed.
A. EXTRACTION WITH ABSOLUTE ETHER
Four portions of 15 grams each of the fin e ly  ground sample of cottonseed 
meal were weighed off and placed in 500 c .c .  centrifuge b o tt le s .  Two hun­
dred c .c .  of absolute ether were added. The bottles were corked securely 
and the corks wired. The bottles were placed on a mechanical shaker and the 
meal allowed to d ige st .  The time of the extinction during the day was 7 to 
R hours, and the time of the extraction over night 14 to 15 hours. After 
each extraction, the sides of the bottles were washed down with a few c.c of
Note1: The method of procedure here outlined is one which has been de­
veloped and perfected in this laboratory by Dr. H. S. Ir in d ley , Mr. T. S. 
Hamilton and associates (9, 11, 32, 33 and unpublished manuscripts). The 
method of extraction preliminary to hydrolysis of the proteins has been devel­
oped entirely in th is laboratory, while the actual deteraination of the nitro­
gen in the d ifferent groups follows closely the method of Van Slyke (8 ), but 
includes modifications perf acted in th is laboratory'. The entire procedure is 
included here f o r  the sake of completeness.
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ether. The bottles were placed in the centrifuge and rotated un til  the s o l ­
id matter f ormed a compact mass. The c lear  liquids were decanted into prop­
erty labeled f la sk s ,  This treatment was repeated s ix  times using each time 
100 c .c  of absolute ether. Each of the combined ether extracts ws.3 f i l t e r e d  
by gravity thru a Whatman f i l t e r  No. 1, using a 4 inch funnel. The f la sk s  
and f i l t e r s  were washed with ether. The f i l t r a t e s  were made s l ig h t ly  acid 
with sulphuric acid and the ether recovered by d i s t i l l a t io n  in Kjeldahl 
f la sk s  on the steam bath. Total nitrogen determinations were mads on each 
of the ether extract residues.
The 3 o! id matter collected on the f i l t e r s  was added to the residues 
insoluble in absolute ether and the l a t t e r  t  rested as described below in (b ).
B. EXTRACTION WITH COLD .ABSOLUTE ALCOHOL
Two hundred c .c .o f  absolute alcohol were added to each of the bottlea 
containing the residues insoluble in ether. The bottles were placed on the 
shaker as before. The time of the extraction during the day was 7 to 8 hours 
and the time of the extraction over night 14 to 15 hours. After each ex­
traction  the 4ide3 of each bottle  were washed down with a few c .c .  of abso­
lu te  alcohol. The bottles were placed in the centrifuge and rotated un til  
the so lid  matter f ormed a compact mass. The c le a r  liqu ids were decanted into 
labeled f la sk 3 . The above treatment with absolute alcohol was repeated f iv e  
times, using each time 200 c .c .  of alcohol. The residues were washed twice, 
using each time 100 c .c .  of absolute alcohol, by placing on the shaker fo r  
one hour, centrifuging and decanting the liqu id . Each of the combined alco­
hol extracts was f i l t e r e d  by gravity through Whatman f i l t e r s  No.l, using 
four inch funnels. The f la sk s  and f i l t e r s  were washed with absolute alco­
hol. The f i l t r a t e s  were made s l ig h t ly  acid with sulphuric acid and the alco­
hol recovered by d i s t i l l a t io n  in Claissen f l a s k s .  Total nitrogen detemin-
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ations were made on each of the absolute alcohol extract residues.
The so lid  matter collected on the f i l t e r s  vis added to tho residues 
insoluble in absolute alcohol and the l a t t e r  treated as described below in ^C).
C. EXTRACTION WITH 1.0 PER CENT TRICHLORACETIC ACID
The residues insoluble in absolute alcohol were treated with 200 c .c .
„ , „ ..............  . . . . ................  . . . &h tidkAT*of 1.0 per cent tr ich lo racet ic  acid. Tne bottles were placed on the
fu#ft as before, the time of extraction during the day being 7 to 8 hours 
and that during the night 14 to 15 hours. After each extraction the sides 
of the bottles were washed down with a few c .c .  of water. The bottles were 
placed in the centrifuge and rotated u n til  the so lid  matter formed a compact 
mass. The c lear  liquids were carefully  decanted, avoiding as f a r  as possib le  
the decantation of any undissolved m aterial. The residues were then treated 
s ix  times with 1.0 per cent tr ich lo racet ic  acid, using each time 200 c .c .
The residues were then washed by treating each with 100 c .c .  of ammonia free  
water, placing the bottles on the shaker fo r  one hour, centrifuging, and de­
canting the liqu id . This washing was continued until  the residues were prac­
t i c a l ly  free  from acid. Since reasonably c le a r  decantate3 'were obtained, thqr 
were not f i l t e r e d  as a small amount of undissolved material was found to in­
terfere  in no way with the future work.
The residues insoluble in 1.0 per cent tr ich loracetic  acid were treated 
as described below in (D) and the four extracts as described below in (G).
D. EXTRACTION WITH DILUTE SODIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION
The residues insoluble in 1.0 percen t tr ich loracetic  acid were each 
treated with 200 c .c .  of a lka li solution. The time of the extraction during 
the day was 7 to 3 hours, using 0.2 per cent sodium hydroxide so lution , and 
the time of extraction over night was 14 to 15 hcur3 using 0.1 per cent so-
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dium hydroxide solution. After each extraction the sides of the centrifuge 
bottles were washed down with ammonia free  water, the bottles placed in the 
centrifuge and rotated un til  the so l id  matter formed a compact mass. Decan­
tation  was carried out a3 before. Six extractions in a l l  were made with di­
lute a lk a l i .  The residues were washed with 100 c .c .  portions of ammonia free  
water, using the shaker and centrifuge as described above in (C) u n til  prac­
t ic a l ly  free  from a lk a l i .  The dec ant at es wars ac id ified  as soon as they were 
poured o f f ,  using about 5 c .c .  of concentrated hydrochloric acid fo r  this 
purpose. When possib le , cone ent rat ion was begun immediately, otherwise the 
decantate3 were boiled every second day fo r  a few minutes in order to prevent 
decompos i t  ion.
The residues insoluble in d ilu te  sodium hydroxide solution were treated 
as described below in (S') and the a lk a l i  extracts as described below in (Ĥ ..
E. EXTRACTION WITH TWENTY PEP CENT 'HYDROCHLORIC ACID
The residues insoluble in d ilu te  a lk a li  were transferred  to 500 c .c .  
round bottom digestion f l a s k s ,  using 250 c .c .  of twenty p e rc e n t  hydrochloric 
acid to e ffect the tran sfe r .  The f la sk s  were placed on wire gauze, the l i ­
quid heated to boil ing and boiled fo r  three minutes. Tho liqu id  was cooled 
to room temperature and f i l t e r e d  through hard paper on Buchner funnels by 
suction. The above treatment was repeated once. The residues were washed 
two or three times with 20 per cent hydrochloric acid, and then with ammonia 
free  water until the residues were almost free  from acid. The washings 
with water were collected separately, evaporated on the steam bath to a 
small volume and an equal volume of concentrated hydrochloric acid added to 
them before combining them with the 20 per cent hydrochloric acid extract.
The residues insoluble in 20 per cent hydrochloric acid were ti*eated 
as described below in (F ), and the acid extracts as described below in ( i ) .
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F. EXTRACTION WITH STRONG SODIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION
The residues insoluble in 20 per cent hydrochloric acid were transferred 
to the orig inal 500 c .c .  centrifuge bottles using ammonia free  water to ef­
fec t  the tran sfer . The bottles were centrifuged and the liqu ids decanted. 
F i f ty  c .c .  of 5 per cent sodium hydroxide solution were added to each cen tri­
fuge bottle . The bottles were placed on the 3haker and allowed to remain fo r  
a period of 24 hours. The 3 idss of the bottles were washed down with water, 
the bottles centrifuged and the extracts decanted as usual. This treatment 
was repeated twice, using each time 50 c .c .  of 5 per cent 3odium hydroxide 
solution. The residues were washed with ammonia free  water using the shaker 
and centrifuge as described above, un til  they were nearly free  from a lk a l i .
The extracts combined with the washings were ac id ified  with hydrochloric 
acid and concentrated in vacuo to a volume of about 150 c .c .  The extracts 
were then transferred to round bottom digestion f l a s k s ,  using an equal amount 
of concentrated hydrochloric acid to e ffec t  the tran sfer ,  and treated as 
described below' in ( J ) .
The residues insoluble in strong sodium hydroxide solution were 
transferred to Kjeldahl f la sk s  and to ta l nitrogen determined.
G. TREATMENT OF TIE 1.0 PER CENT TRICHLORACETIC ACID EXTRACTS
The tr ich loracetic  acid extracts, each of which measured about 2,000 
c .c .  were treated as follows; The solutions were made s l ig h t ly  alkaline 
with a d ilu te  solution of 3odium hydroxide so lution , and then s l ig h t ly  but 
d is t in c t ly  acid with d ilu te  hydrochlorid acid. The solutions were heated 
to boiling and 10 c .c .  of Merck's co llo idal fe r r ic  hydroxide (containing 5 
per cent of ^^2^3^ added drop by drop during vigorous boiling of the solu­
tion. The solution was boiled fo r  one minute and then 3 c .c .  of a solution
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of cry sta llized  magnesium sulphate (made by d issolving MgFÔ .TĤ O In an eaual 
volume of water) were added to coagulate the excess of co llo id a l  fe r r ic  hy­
droxide. The solution was boiled again fo r  one minute, and allowed to stand 
u n til  the precip itate  se t t le d .  Without f i l t e r in g ,  p rsc ip itation  was carried 
out twice more in the manner ju st described. The prec ip ita te  was allowed 
to s e t t le  and the solution f i l t e r e d  while s t i l l  hot, using a four inch Buchner 
funnel. Usually it. was not necessary to f i l t e r  mors than once in order to 
obtain a c le a r  f i l t r a t e .  The f i l t r a t io n  was made with gentle suction at 
f i r s t ,  gradually increasing thi3 when f i l t e r in g  the l a s t  one third of the 
so lution . The prec ip ita te  was washed thoroughly with hot, ammonia free  
water, but ths precip itate  wa3 not allowed to be sucked dry.
The c lear  f il tra te s  were made up to a volume of 2,500 or  3,000 c . c . ,  
depending upon the amount of the f i l t r a t e ,  and to ta l  nitrogen determinations 
made in t r ip l ic a te  upon three portions of 250 c .c .  each.
The co llo ida l iron prec ip ita tes  were transferred to round bottom d i­
gestion f la sk s  by means of twenty per cent hydrochloric acid, and treated 
as below in (K).
In the case of the samples Cl, C2, C3, and C4, 1,500 c .c .  of the c le a r  
f i l t r a t e ,  a f t e r  having been made up to 3,000 c . c . ,  were taken f o r  reprscipi- 
tation  by co llo id a l  fe r r ic  hydroxide. This portion of the f i l t r a t e  was pre­
cip ita ted  twice, the solution f i l t e r e d  and the p rec ip ita te  washed ju st  as 
described above. The f i l t r a t e  and washings were made up to d e fin ite  volume 
and to ta l  nitrogen determined in three 250 c .c .  portions. The prec ip ita tes  
were combined with the precip itates  obtained in the f i r s t  p rec ip itation .
H. TREATMENT OF THE DILUTE PODIUM HYDROXIDE EXTRACTS OBTAINED ABOVE IN (D)
The d ilu te  a lkali extracts , a f t e r  having been ac id ified  with hydrochloric 
acid , were each concentrated in vacuo to about 150 c .c .  The concentrated
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liqu ids including the precipitated proteins were transferred to digestion 
f la sk s  with an equal volume of concentrated hydrochloric acid, and completely 
hydrolyzed by boiling on a combined e lectr ic  hot p late  and sand bath fo r  15 
hours, using reflux condensers. The completely hydrolyzed proteins were 
treated as described below in (L).
I. TREATMENT OF THE TWENTY PEP CENT HYDROCHLORIC ACID EXTRACTS
The 20 p e rce n t  hydrochloric acid extracts were completely hydrolyzed 
by boiling fo r  15 hours on the hot p la te ,  and were treated further as de­
scribed below in (L).
J .  TREATMENT OF THE EXTRACTS OBTAINED WITH 5 PER CENT SODIUM HYDROX­
IDE SOLUTION
The 5 per cent sodium hydroxide extracts were completely hydrolyzed 
by boiling f o r  15 hours on the hot p la te  as described above, and treated 
further as described below in (L).
K. TREATMENT OF PROTEINS PRECIPITATED BY COLLOIDAL IRON
The proteins precipitated by co llo ida l  iron were completely hydrolyzed 
on the hot p late  and treated further a3 described below in (L).
L. DETERMINATION OF HUMIN AND AMMONIA NITROGEN
DETERMINATION OF THE INSOLUBLE HU MIN NITROGEN. The completely hydro­
lyzed protein solutions from (H), ( I ) ,  ( J )  and (K) above were f i l t e r e d  
through the same f i l t e r .  The residue wa3 washed with not ammonia free  water, 
and tra3nf erred to round bottom digestion fla3k3, using about 250 c .c ,  of 
0.1 per cent hydrochloric acid to e ffec t  the tran sfer .  The residue was 
boiled over night on the hot p la te ,  using reflux condensers. After f i l te r in g ,
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ths residue was returned to the f la sk  with 250 c .c .  of 0.1 per cent hydro­
chloric acid and boiled fo r  one hour. The residue was cashed thoroly with 
hot, ammonia free  water and transferred to a Kjeldahl f la sk  fo r  to ta l  n itro­
gen determination.
CONCENTRATION OF THE FILTRATES from THE INSOLUBLE HUMIN. The f i l t e r e d  
solution and the washings f rom the insoluble humin were placed in a double 
necked d i s t i l l in g  f la sk  and concentrated under diminished pressure un til  a l l  
the hydrochloric acid possib le  had been driven o f f .  The solution was concen­
trated almost to dryness, the 3ids3 of the f la sk  washed down with ammonia 
free  water and concentrated again almost to dryness. The solution was tran s­
ferred to a 200 c .c .  volumetric f la sk  with ammonia free  water and mads up to 
the mark. This in turn wa3 transferred  to a clean double necked d i s t i l l in g  
f la sk  by means of 100 c .c .  of 35 per cent alcohol f o r  determination of ammon­
ia  as indicated below.
DETERMINATION OF AMMONIA (AMID NITROGEN). For the determination of 
ammonia, a one l i t e r  double necked d i s t i l l in g  fla3k and an ordinary one l i t e r  
d i s t i l l in g  f la sk  were arranged as shown by Van Slyke (F ig , 1, Jour. B io l.
Chera. Vol.lG, p. 21, l S l l ) .  Ten per cent calcium hydrate suspension was 
added un til  the solution became alkaline and than 20 c .c .  in excess were 
added. The apparatus was evacuated to a pressure of about 30 millimeters 
and the double necked d i s t i l l in g  f la sk  heated in a water bath at a tempera­
ture of 45 to 50 degress C. The solution was d i s t i l le d  f o r  one half hour 
or until i t  began to foam considerably. The amount of tenth normal acid added 
to the la rg e r  f la sk  was 60 c .c .  and to the trap 30 c .c .
When the d is t i l la t io n  was f inished, the f la3k was removed f rom the water 
bath, and the vacuum released by f i r s t  allowing a small stream of a i r  to enter 
through the side arm and then through'the the cap illa ry  tube,and f in a l ly
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opening the 3topeock. The standard acid from the receiving fla3k and the 
sm aller trap f la sk  was washed into a half l i t e r  t i t r a t in g  f la sk  and t i t ra te d  
back with standard sodium hydroxide solution, using a liza rin e  sulphona+e a3 
indicate r.
SOLUBLE HUMIN NIT ROUEN. During the d i s t i l l a t io n  described above a l l  
of the black coloring matter present a3 soluble humin is  adsorbed by the un­
dissolved lime. The solution was f iltered through hard paper on a 3 inch 
Buchner funnel using suction. The insoluble residue was washed thoroughly 
with ammonia free  water and transferred to a round bottom digestion f la sk  
with about 250 c .c .  ammonia free  water. The f la sk  was placed on the sand 
bath and the residue boiled fo r  15 minutes. After f i l t e r in g  and washing 
thoroughly as before, the residue was transferred to a Kjeldahl f la sk  f o r  to­
ta l  nitrogen determihation, using a portion of sulphuric acid to wash off the 
Buchner funnel. The f i l t r a t e  and washings from the soluble humin were then 
treated further as described below.
M. CONTINUATION OF THE VAN SLYKE METHOD. ANALYSIS OF THE BASKS, DETER­
MINATION OF AMINO NITROGEN in filtrate from the bases; etc .
The f i l t r a t e  and washings from the soluble humin were neutralized 
with hydrochloric acid, returned to vacuum d i s t i l l in g  f la sk s  and concentrated 
to about 65 c .c .  The solution wa3 washed into a 250 c .c .  volumetric f la sk  
and made up to the mark. Two portions of 100 c .c .  each were then transferred  
to 300 c .c .  Erlenmeyer f la sk s  which had been marked to indicate a volume of 
200 c . c . ,  the balance of the solution being discarded. In the c a a  of samples 
C5, C6, C7 and CS, a d ifferent procedure was u t i l iz e d .  With these samples, 
the solutions were made up to 200 c . c . ,  and the solutions were then divided 
into equal portions of 100 c .c .  each by f i r s t  removing 100 c .c .  by means of 
a p ipette  and then washing the remainder of the solution, including that ad­
hering to the inside of the p ipette , into another Erlenmeyer f l a s k .
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Eighteen cubic centimeters of concentrated hydrochloric acid were then 
added to each portion of the solution. Up to th is point, the analysis of 
the four samples had proceeded sinsultaneously, but a f te r  dividing each of 
the samples into two portions and adding the concentrated hydrochloric aci^ 
as indicated ju st  above, one half of the samples were allowed to stand u n t i l  
the analysis of the other four portions had bean nearly completed.
PRECIPITATION AND WASHING OF THE BASES (CYSTINE, LYSINE, ARGININE AND 
HISTIDINE). A concentrated solution of 15 grans of phosphotungstic acid in 
water was added drop by drop f rom a pipette  to each solution with constant 
shaking. In the case of samples C7 and C8, an improved orocedure developed 
in this laboratory was u t i l iz e d ,  namely, the addition of the ac id if ied  sam­
ple to the phosphotungstic acid solution. The phosphotungstic acid used in 
the precip itation  and in the washing solution was purified according to the 
modified Winterstein method a3 described below. Each of the entire solu­
tions was then diluted with water up to 200 c .c .  and heated on the steam 
bath un til  the precip itate  of the bases was nearly dissolved. The solutions 
were heated very slowly, f i r s t  by placing the f la sk s  upon the top of the 
covered steam bath fo r  a half hour or more, then by placing in the boiling 
'rat’ r  f o r  one half minute, removing and shaking and repeating th is  procedure 
u n til  the solutions had gradually come up to the temperature of the bath.
The f la sk s  were then allowed to remain in the water as long as any of the 
p rec ip ita te  continued to d isso lve . The f la sk s  were removed from the steam 
bath and the solutions allowed to stand 48 hours to permit complete precip i-  
tion  of the bases. On cooling, the bases reprecipitated a» c ry sta l l in e  or 
granular phosphotungstates which could be readily wa3hsd and f ilte red .
In order to completely separate the p rec ip ita te  of the bases from the 
unprecipitated amino acids, the solutions and p rec ip ita te s  were poured into
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a two inch Buchner funnel which had be^n f i t t e d  with ah accurately cut, 
hardened f i l t e r  paper. The mother liquor® were drawn off a3 completely as 
possib le  by a steady and moderately strong suction, the precip itates being 
pressed down by a flattened rod. The precip itates  were not allowed to be 
sucked dry during f i l t r a t io n  and washing, but suction was maintained through­
out the procedure. Eight portions of 10 c .c .  each of a washing solution con­
taining 3.5 per cent hydrochloric acid and 2.5 per cent phosphotungstic acid 
were used in washing each p rec ip ita te ,  the solution being delivered onto the 
precip itate  in a fine stream from a p ipette , while the p rec ip ita te  was s t ir red  
and the lumps broken by means of a flattened  s t i r r in g  rod. The f i r s t  two to 
three portions of the wash solution were used to rinse the f la sk  in which the 
precip itation  was carried out, without, however, removing a l l  of the p a rt ic le s  
of the p rec ip ita te .  The wash solution was cooled to 0 degrees C before being 
used.
DECOMPOSITION OF THE PHOSPHOTUNGSTIC ACID P^CIPITATE BY A MIXTURE OF 
ETHER AMD AMYL ALCOHOL. The p rec ip ita te  of the base3, a f t e r  having been 
•washed as described above, was transferred to a 500 c .c .  separator/ funnel 
by means of a spatula and washing, f rom 200 to 300 c .c .  of ammonia free  water 
being used to e ffect  the tran sfe r .  After removing the p rec ip ita te  as com­
plete ly  as possib le  by mechanical "means, the f i l t e r  paper was spread out on 
the bottom of a dish and washed with water made alkaline with a few drops of 
3odium hydroxide solution in order to d issolve any p a r t ic le s  of the precip i­
ta te  imbedded in the fibers  of the f i l t e r  paper. Since the Erlenmeyer f la sk  
in which the precip itation  was carried out contained some particles* of precip­
i t a te ,  these were washed out as completely as possib le  and the f la sk  rinsed 
with the alkaline wash water. The Buchnter funnel used in f i l t r a t io n  was also 
rinsed with the same wash water. These washings were neutralized with d ilu te  
hydrochloric acid before they were added to the main portion.
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Seven and one half c .c .  of concentrated hydrochloric acid and 100 c .c .  
of a solution of equal volumes of amyl alcohol and ether were added to the 
mixture, which was then shaken fo r  about one minute longer than was necessary 
to e ffect complete solution of the p rec ip ita te . Since the aqueous and alco­
hol-ether layers did not separate readily on account of humin unadsorbsd by 
the calcium hydrate, the entire mixture was f i l t e r e d  by the U3e of a 2 inch 
Buchner funnel and suction. The residue wn.3 washed several times with a l t e r ­
nate portions of ammonia f ree water and alcohol-ether. The residue together 
with the f i l t e r  paper was transferred to a Kjeldahl f la sk  and to ta l  nitrogen 
determined. The f i l t r a t e  was returned to the separatory funnel, and a f te r  
the two layers had separated, the lower aqueous layer  was drawn off into 
another 500 c .c .  separatory funnel. The aoueous layer  was then extracted with 
three more portions of alcohol-ether,, using about 50 c .c .  each time.
F inally  the combined alcohol-ether extracts were shaken out once or  twice 
with water to remove trace s  of bases that might have been carried into the 
ex tract . This water extract, a f te r  separation from the alcohol-ether, was 
shaken out with about 50 c .c ,  of fresh  amyl alcohol-ether, and added to the 
main portion of the solution of the bases.
The amyl alcohol-ether extract was transferred to a Kjeldahl f la sk ,  a 
few pieces of broken clay p late  and a small amount of concentrated sulphuric 
acid added, and the ether driven off by allowing the f la sk  to stand on the 
steam bath. The amyl alcohol was recovered by d i s t i l l a t io n ,  and to ta l  n itro ­
gen determined in the residue.
The solution of the bases was concentrated to dryness under diminished 
pressure in order to drive off the free  hydrochloric acid. About 25 c .c .  of 
ammonia free water was added to the residue and a l l  p a rt ic le s  adhering to 
the inside of the f la sk  completely loosened. The solution was then con-
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centrated tc a volume of about 10 c .c .  The contents of the f la sk  were f i l ­
tered through a small quantitative f i l t e r ,  the f i l t r a t e  being collected  in 
a 50 c .c .  volumetric f la sk . The d is t i l l in g  f la sk  was washed repeatedly with 
portions of 5 to 8 c .c .  of ammonia free  water, and a bent g la ss  rod used to 
remove a l l  p a rtic le s  adhering to the 3ides of the f la s k .  The f i l t e r  -was 
washed thoroughly and the f i l t r a te  and washings made-up to a volume of 50 c .c . 
The residue, together with the f i l t e r  paper, was tran sferred  to a Kjeldahl 
f la sk  and to ta l nitrogen determined. Four of these solutions of the bases 
were thus availab le  fo r  an alysis at approximately the same time.
PURIFICATION OF THE PHOSPHOTUNGSTIC ACID BY THE METHOD OF WINTERSTEIN 
(32). This method, with it3 m odifications as employed in th is laboratory, i3 
as fo llow s;-  15 grams of phosphotungstic acid, 50 c .c .  of 0,2 per cent hy­
drochloric acid and 50 c .c .  of ether are placed in a separatory funnel and 
shaken u n til the so lid  phosphotungstic acid has completely d isso lved . On 
standing fo r  about f iv e  minutes three layers separate. The c le a r  lower 
lay er, consisting of phosphotungstic acid in ether, is care fu lly  drawn off 
into a ca33erole or evaporating dish . One or two drops of concentrated hy­
drochloric acid are added to the contents of the funnel in order to break up 
any emulsion that had not been completely broken up by previous treatment, 
and the mixture shaken. A fter standing, the sther-phosp ho tungstic  acid lay er, 
if one forms, is again drawn off into the cassero le  or evaporating dish .
This procedure i3 repeated un til no more of thi3 layer is obtained. The 
remaining two layers in the separatory funnel are employed fo rtth e  p u r if ic a ­
tion  of a second 15 gram portion of phosphotungstic acid .
The etheal solution is allowed to evaporate on the steam bath at a low 
temperature u n til atthick syrup remains. The dish  is removed from the heat, 
sunlight being avoided, and the remaining ether allowed to evaporate spon-
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tan sous ly with the production of c ry sta ls  of purified  phosphotung3tic acid . 
The la t t e r  process is hastened by blowing a current of a i r  f rom an e lec tr ic
fan over the dish . The liquors from the p u rificatio n  are saved so that the 
3mall amount- of phosphotungstic acid remaining in them may be l a t e r  recov­
ered.
DETERMINATION OF ARGININE. The determination of arginine i3 based upon 
the princip le that arginine, when boiled with a lk a l i ,  evolves half of it s  
nitrogen in the form of ammonia.
Twenty fiv e  c .c .  of the 50 c .c .  of the so lu tion  of the bases were-placed 
in a 500 c .c .  Kjeldahl fla3k  of the apparatus as 3hown in F ig . 2, Jour. B io l. 
Chem. 10, p. 26. The Folin  bulb at the top of the condenser was connected 
by means of a tigh tly  f i t t in g  rubber stopper. For the f i r s t  determinations 
15 c .c .  of standard acid were placed in the Folin  bulb, and fo r  the la te r  
determinations, on account of the high arginine content of cottonseed meal,
20 c . c . .  A small current of a i r ,  purified  by passing through strong a lk a li 
and sulphuric acid so lu tion s, wa3 forced through the apparatus during the 
entire d is t i l la t io n . The a i r  was admitted to the apparatus by means of small 
cap illa ry  tubes placed in the rubber stoppers of the Kjeldahl f la sk s  and ex­
tending well below the surface of the so lu tion . After gentle bo ilin g  fo r  
5 1-2 hours, the water supply wa3 3hut off and f iv e  minutes l a t e r  the water 
removed f rom the condensers. At the end of s ix  hours the solution  in the 
Folin  bulb was washed into a t i t r a t in g  fla3k and the acid t itr a te d  back with 
the use of a liz a r in  3Ulphonats as indicator. Two determinations were always 
made simultaneously.
DETERMINATION OF AMINO NITROGEN OF THE BASES (CYSTINE, LYSINE, ARGIN­
INE AND HISTIDINE.) This determination was carried out as directed by Vah 
Slyke (8 ), using one portion of 5 c .c .  of the so lution  o rig in a lly  amounting 
to 50 c .c .  The determinations were carried  out over a period of 30 minutes,
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and blank determinations were mad9 with the reagents, using 5 c .c .  of ana- 
moil i a free  water instead of the solution  of the bases, fo r  the same length 
of time. In most cases but a sin g le  determination was made with each sample,
i
but when the resu lts of the d ifferen t samples did not agree well with each 
other, duplicate determinations were made.
DETERMINATION OF THE TOTAL NITROGEN OF THE BARES: 0ns portion of 5 c .c .
of each of the solutions of the bases was used fo r  th is determination. The 
determination was carried  out in the usual manner with the exception of the 
preliminary digestion  with sulphuric acid , which was continued fo r  s ix  hours 
a f te r  the solutions becams c le a r . Usually fou r of the so lu tions of the basss 
were availab le fo r  th is determination at approximately the same time.
DETERMINATION OF CYSTINE. The method employed fo r  th is determination 
was that based on BenedictJs p rin cip le  of oxidation of the organic sulphur 
by ignition with copper n itra te . For th is determination 10 c .c .  of the solu­
tion of each of the bases were usually  employed, but in those cases in which 
i t  was necessary to repeat e ith er the amino nitrogen or to ta l  nitrogen deter­
minations, the portions of the solutions of the two samples which were ob­
tained o rig in a lly  from the same sample of cottonseed meal, which remained a fte r  
having made the above determinations, were combined to form a composite sample 
fo r  the cystine determination.
A measured portion of the so lu tion  containing the bases was transferred  
to fused s i l i c a  dishes of 7 to 10 cm. diameter and 10 c .c .  of Denis' modifi­
cation  of Benedict's solution  added. About 0.1 gram pure sucrose was added 
and the mixture concentrated to dryness on the steam bath. It was then heated 
gently in an a i r  bath and f in a lly  over a free  flame, gradually increasing the 
temperature u n til the mixture was thoroughly charred. The dish was placed in 
a muffle furnace heated to a dull red heat and allowsd to remain fo r  15 min­
u te s . A fter cooling, 10 c .c .  of 10 per cent hydrochloric acid were added
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ana the charred mass dissolved by warming and s t ir r in g . The so lution  was 
f i lt e r e d  through a good grade of f i l t e r  paper and the f i l t e r  washed thoroughly 
with hot water.* The so lution  was diluted to about 150 c .c .  and heated to 
bo ilin g . Ten c .c .  of a 5 per cent solution  of barium chloride were added 
drop by drop while the so lution  was boiled vigorously, A fter standing fo r  
two days, the p recip itate  which formed was f i lte re d  off on a weighed Gooch 
cru cib le , washed until free  from chlorides and dried over night in an oven 
at 100 d e |reesC - The crucib le was brought to constant weight by repeated 
heating in a muffle furnace, and the weight of the barium su lfa te  determined.
Blank determinations with the reagents were made simultaneously with 
those of the bases, using 10 c .c .  of ammonia free  water in place of the solu­
tion of the bases. By the use of care fu lly  purified  sodium chloride used in 
making up Denis' reagent and the employment of fused s i l i c a  d ish es, much 
lower blanks were obtained than when procelain dishes were used. The blanks 
were also  much roc re constant in amount.
DETERMINATION OF THE TOTAL NITROGEN IN THE FILTRATE F rom THE BASES, so­
dium hydroxide solution was added to the ccmbined f i l t r a t e  and washings from 
the phosphotungstic acid p rec ip ita te  u n til the solution became s lig h tly  tu r­
bid by the formation of a p rec ip ita te  and was almost neutral to litmus paper. 
On adding a l i t t l e  more a lk a li so lu tion , the solution  became c le a r . It was 
then s lig h t ly  ac id ified  with acetic acid . The solution was placed in a 
C laissen  d is t i l l in g  fla sk  and concentrated under reduced pressure u n til the 
s a l t s  began to c ry s ta lliz e  out. The contents of the fla sk  were then washed 
into a 15C c .c .  measuring fla sk  and diluted up to the mark. The solution  
was allowed to stand over night and then f i lte r e d  through a dry f i l t e r  and 
a dry funnel into a dry f la s k .  The residue was thoroughly -washed with ammon­
ia  free  water, the washings being discarded, and to ta l nitrogen determined 
in the residue together with the f i l t e r  paper. Duplicate portions of 50 c .c .
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each of the solution were taken fo r  to ta l nitrogen determination. For the 
d igestion  of each portion, 2 5 grams of sodium su lfa te , 3 5 -c.c . of concentrated 
sulphuric acid and a small amount of mercury were used. The sulphuric acid 
was added slowly while cooling the f la sk  in running water on account of the 
rapid evolution of hydrochloric acid gas. The d igestion  wa3 continued fo r  
s ix  hours a f te r  the solutions had become c lear , in order to prevent in te rfe r­
ence of the phosphotungstic acid in the determination.
DETERMINATION OF AMINO NITROGEN IN THE FILTRATE FROM THE BASES. This 
procedure was carried out e sse n tia lly  as directed by Van Slyke (8 ). The deter­
minations were made in t r ip l ic a te ,  using 10 c .c . portions of the f i l t r a t e  
from the bases, and employing the large sized gas burette. Blank determina­
tions were also made with the reagents, using 10 c .c .  of ammonia free  water 
in place of the sample. In a l l  cases the determinations were continued fo r  
s ix  minutes with continuous shaking.
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I I I .  DISCUSSION OF THF RESULTS OF THE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
OF THE PROTEINS OF COTTONSEED MEAL
GENERAL DISCUSSION. The resu lts obtained by application  of the metted 
of chemical analysis outlined in the preceding section to eight portions of 
the; same orig in al 3ampls of cottonseed meal are presented in d e ta il  in Tables 
1 to 21, inclusive, of the Appendix. Summaries of these resu lts are shown 
in the accompanying Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 shows the values expressed in 
per centage of the to ta l nitrogen present in the sample of feedin gstu ff when 
i t  was taken fo r  an aly sis , while Table 2 shows the same values expressed in 
percentage of the feedin gstu ff i t s e l f .
Two averages are included in the ta b le s . The f i r s t  is  compiled by taking 
the average of a l l  values obtained by an alysis of the entire eight samples.
The second average is obtained by averaging the resu lts secured in the analy­
s i s  of the complete samples C2, C3, C6 and C 7. It is believed that the la t t e r  
average more nearly expresses the actual composition of the commercial cotton­
seed meal used, fo r  the following reasons; (a) These samples, i . e . ,  C2, C3,
C6 and C 7, show the best agreeing resu lts throughout. The two parts of sample 
Cl agree well in the amount of arginine nitrogen, but show a considerable 
d ifference in the amounts of amino nit rogen, non-amino nitrogen and h istid in e  
nitrogen. The to ta ls  of the nonprotein nitrogen plus the protein nitrogen 
are considerably below the average of a l l  the samples. In the sample C4 
the non-amino nitrogen is p articu larly  low, th is value being one of the prin­
c ip a l facto rs contributing to the noticeably low nonprotein plus protein of 
th is  sample. Sample C5 is omitted f rom the average partly  on account of the 
non-agreement of it s  arginine nitrogen and h istid in e  nitrogen values. Of the 
l a t t e r  valu es, ere is 3 per cent above the average of a l l  samples, (b) The 
second average, i . e . ,  bf samples C2, C3, C6 and C 7, includes values which are
[F=
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TABLE 1*- SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF THE PROTEINS OF COTTONSEED
MEAL
(Results expressed in percentage of the to ta l nitrogen in  sample)
Nonprotein Nitrogen R esults cf the Van Slyke A nalysis Un charesicterized N itr ogen Lost
—£
in Method
if A naly an a
Total
Sample Soluble Soluble In f i l - Total Insol- Sola- Ammon- Argin- Cys- H isti- Lysine Amino Non-a­ Nonpro­ Insol­ Unadsorbed Solu­ In res In re s i­ Total Total
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C3 0 . 2 0 2 0.652
25.0 53 5.907 2.492 5.459 9.929 18.295
18.633
1.035
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Aver/ 0.095 0.547 5.559*" 6 . 2 0 1 2.772 3.532 9.412 13.705 0,943 7.170 4.209 40.718 2.535 96.197 0 .430 1.610 0.921 0,240 0.086 3.287 59,484
4
Aver. 0.125 0.545 5.436*" 6.106 2,699 3.890 9.485 18.736 0.906 7.397 3.307 40.124 2.677 95.327 0.492 1.252 0,875 0.228 0.076 2.923 98.750
a Determination lo s t .  Value from other half of sample substitu ted  
 ̂ Determination lo s t .  Average of 7 determinations used.
 ̂ A fter f i r s t  p recip ita tion  
\  A fter second p recip ita tion  
 ̂ Average of a l l  determinations 
4 Average of complete samples,  C 2 j  C3,  Z b ,  C7
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TABLE 2 .- SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF THE PROTEINS OF 
COTTONSEED MEAL
(Results expressed in percentage of the f ee dings t u f f !)
Nonprotein Nitrogen Results of the Van Slyke Analysis Uncharaciterized Nitroijen Lost Total
Sample Soluble Soluble In £ i l- Total Insolu- Soluble Ammon- Argin- Cystine H isti- Ly­ Amino Non-a- Nonpro­ Insol­ Unadsorbed Soluble Residue Residue Total Total
No. in in ab- tra te  f rom nonpro- ble hu- hum in ia  nit- ine nitro- dine sine n itro­ mino..... te  in N uble in humin ( f i l ­ amyl- from so­ £ rom s o- nit ro- n itro­
ether solute
alcohol
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Aver.w 0.0065 0.0372 0.37781 0.4214 0.1849 0.2434 0.6396 1.2712 0.0641 0.4873 0.2861 2.7659 0.1723 6.5374 0.0292 0.1095 0.0626 0.0153 0.059 0.2235 6.7609
. 4 Aver, 0.0085 0.0370 0.3695'1 0.4150 0.1834 0.2644 0,6446 1.2732 0.0615 0.5027 0.2588 2,7265 0.1820 6.5123 0.0334 0.0851 0.05S5 0.0155 0.052 0,1987 6.7110
A fter f i r s t  p rec ip ita tio n  
 ̂ After second p recip ita tio n  
Average of a l l  determinations 
Average of complete samples C2, C3, C6 , C7 
a  Determination lo 3t .  Value fo r other half of sample substitu ted  
Determination lo s t .  Average of seven determinations used.
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most free f roir, obvious errors. In making the determinations in the case of 
sample C4, two determinations were lo s t ,  and in the case of sample C5, one de­
termination was lo s t .  While the resu lts obtained fo r  sample C8 agree fa ir ly  
well throughout with themselves and with the average, the resu lts are con sis­
tently  high, and it is excluded from th is average on the grounds of the to ta ls  
obtained, which are obviously too high.
NONPROTFIN NITROGEN. The f i r s t  section of Tables 1 and shorn the 
amount of nit regen removed in the preliminary extractions with absolute ether, 
absolute alcohol, and trich lo  racetic .ac id. While the absolute ether in the 
cold is  used p r im arily  to remove the l ip in s , such as the o i l s ,  waxes, e tc .,  
i t  also  d isso lves various amounts of other substances, such as coloring mat­
te r s , and at the 3ame time a small amount of nitrogen. The thorough extrac­
tion with absolute alcohol following the treatment with absolute ether pre­
sumably completes the extraction in itia ted  by ether. The alcohol removes 
somewhat more nitrogen than the extraction with ether. The bulk of the non- 
pret ein nitrogen accounted fo r , about 8S per cent of the to ta l ,  remains, how­
ever, in the tr ich lo racetic  acid extracts a f te r  precip itation  of the proteins 
by co llo id a l fe rr ic  hydrate and the removal of the p rec ip ita te  by f i l t r a t io n .  
That the nitrogen determined in these l a t t e r  extracts is not protein  nitrogen 
is  apparent from the work of Van Slyke, Vinograd, Vilchur and Losee (35),
Hill (36), Wolff (37), and others.
It seems from the study of the character of the nonprotein nitrogenous 
constituents of feed in gstu ffs by Grindley and Eckstein (38) that the forms of 
nitrogen represented in th is c la s s i f ic a t io n  con sist prin cipally  of those forms 
naturally  resulting from the cleavage of the proteins upon hydrolysis and 
therefore could rot in terfere  in the determination of the ch arac teristic  
chemical groups of the proteins were they not removed in the preliminary ex­
tra c t io n s . Neidig and Snyder (39), who recently determined the proportion of
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nitrogen in the fo ra  of ammonia in the ether extracts and alcohol extracts 
of d ifferen t kinds of s i la g e , found that from 28.1 per cent to 100 per cent 
of the ether extract nitrogen con sists of ammonia nitrogen, while from 14.2 
per cent to 23.4 per cent of the alcohol extract nitrogen is yielded as ammon­
ia nitrogen. This indicates that only a part of the nitrogen soluble in 
ether and alcohol would appear in the ammonia f raction were i t  not removed 
previous to hydrolysis. Therefore, the removal of the nonprotein nitrogen at 
th is point avoids possib le complications in the fu rth er prosecution of the 
an aly tical procedure,and it  is  believed that the accuracy of the fu rth er 
determinations has been increased over that of previous methods by the remov­
al of the: nonprotein nitrogen before hydrolysis of the protein s. The to ta l 
amount of the nonprotein nitrogen present in cottonseed meal found by the 
method used, amounted to 6.106 per cent of the to ta l nitrogen contained in 
the fee d in g stu ff.
RESULTS OF THE VAN SLYKE ANALYSIS. It is a matter of common knowledge 
that one of the important sources of lo ss  in the an alysis of proteins by 
methods involving the employment of acid hydrolysis is the formation of an 
insoluble black substance called  humin. The term melanin i3 also  applied to 
th is substance, on account of i t s  supposed relationship or s im ila r ity  to 
the naturally occuring body pigments. The amount of ihamin formed in acid  
hydrolysis of the proteins is greatly  increased by the presence of Carbohy­
d rates, as shown by Gortner and assoc iate s (40,41), Hart and Sure (42), 
and Osborne, Van Slyke, Leavenworth and Vinograd (43). A part of the humin 
formed, however, remains in solution in the hydrochloric acid , and is  termed 
soluble humin.
In these experiments the soluble humin which; is  adsorbed by the lime 
used in neutralizing the hydrolysate when determining ammonia nitrogen, 
carried  with it  a la rg e r  amount of nitrogen than the insoluble humin. The
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'T'ARIJ; 3 .-  AMOUNTS OF HUVIN NTTROGEN IN PURE PROTEINS EXPRESSED 
IN PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL NITROGEN OF THE PROTEIN
Protein and 
description
Hum in nitrogen 
per cent
Gliadin f rom wheat 0.86
Edestin 1.83
Fibrin  (Merck’ s ) 3.43
Oxyhemoglobin ("pure, c ry sta l-
1 ized") 3.60
Dog’ s h air 7.35
The amount of nitrogen recovered as ammonia was quite constant in a l l  
the samples. L it t le  Can be sa id  in regard to the sign ifican ce  of th is fr a c ­
tion , aside from the fa c t  that the proportion of the to ta l nitrogen of cotton­
seed meal which appears as ammonia is  quite in harmony with that of other 
f eed ingstuff s .
A particu larly  ch arac teristic  feature of the amino acid content of 
cottonseed meal is the remarkably high content of arginine. This is .much 
higher than that found in any other feedingstu ff so f a r  examined, with the 
exception of peanuts, altho i t  is not so high as that found in some other 
vegetable proteins. Van Slyke (8) found 2 7.05 par cent arginine nitrogen 
in edestin  while Nollau reported that hemp seed, peanuts, black walnuts, 
and hickory nuts have an arginine nitrogen content of more than 20 per cent.
In the Van Slyke procedure the only amino acids determined by d irect 
an alysis are arginine and eystin e. Just how much importance may be attached 
to the resu lts obtained fo r  the la t t e r  is questionable, even tho the values 
found in the d ifferen t samples do not vary widely. These values, however, 
probably f a l l  short of the true value, due to lo sse s in the determination of 
cystine. Van Rlyks (8) has shown that boiling cystine fo r  16 hours with hy-
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drochloric acid resulted in the conversion of one half of i t s  nitrogen into 
forms not precipit&ble by phosphotungstic acid. Sines in the an aly tical pro­
cedure described above, hydrolysis of the proteins was carried  out by boiling 
them with 20 per cent hydrochloric acid fo r  15 hours, it  is probable that 
much of the cystine was destroyed during that reaction. If i t  is assumed 
that the correct value fo r  cystine should be double that actually  obtained, 
then the to ta l nitrogen of the bases would amount to 31 per cent of the 
to ta l nitrogen of the feed in gstu ff.
The values given fo r  h istid in e and lysine are somewhat variab le among 
the d ifferen t samples. These variation s are lik e ly  due in large measure to 
the indirect method used in th e ir  determination, since s lig h t  errors in any 
o r a ll  of the three d irect determinations of arginine nitrogen, cystine ni­
trogen and the to ta l nitrogen of the bases are doubtless a llre fle c te d  at 
these points.
The content of mono-amino acid nitrogen of cottonseed meal is consider­
ably le ss  than that found in other fe e d in g stu ffs , possib ly due to the great­
er proportion of the to ta l nitrogen which is formed by the basic amino ac id s. 
One of the in teresting features of the re su lts  of the Van Slyke analysis of 
the proteins of cottonseed meal is brought out in the summation of the ammon­
ia  nitrogen, the nitrogen of the bases, mono-amino acid nitrogen, and non­
amino acid nitrogen, the fou r groups which represent the to ta l  content of 
s t r ic t ly  amino acid nitrogen as determined by th is method. The sum of these 
is 83.132 per cent. While th is sum is not so great as that in the case of 
some other f eedingstuffs or of animal proteins, as determined by previous 
investigators employing the Van Slyke method of an aly sis, i t  is a much la rg e r  
amount that i t  was p ossib le  to secure in most cases from comparable sources 
by the methods of iso la tio n  and p u rification  employed by the e a r lie r  in vesti­
ga to rs. Thus the tabulations of Lusk (44), combining the re su lts  of Osborne
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and sso c ia te s in th is f i e ld ,  show the maximum amino acid content of zein of 
maize, to be 88.87 per cent and that of 'gliadin of wheat as 85.68 per cent, 
but in the majority of cases the sum of the nitrogen content of the amino 
acids actually  isolated  from vegetable proteins ranges from 50 to 65 per cent 
of the to ta l nitrogen of the protein.
UNCHARACTERIZED NITROGEN LOST IN ANALYSIS. In the various steps of the 
an aly tical procedure small amounts of nitrogen of unknown character are in­
cluded in residues and solutions which are discarded* In general,these have 
been disregarded by workers in other lab o rato rie s, especially  those lo sse s 
occurring at points indicated in Table 1, by the la s t  four of the subheadings 
included under the heading "Uncharacterized nitrogen lo st  in an a ly sis" , but 
in th is laboratory the nitrogen discarded at each of these steps has been 
determined. Under the above mentioned headings, i t  is  shown th at, on the 
average, only 0.492 per cent of the to ta l nitrogen remains in the residues in­
soluble in strong a lk a li ,  or in other words 99.508 per cent of the to ta l 
nitrogen of the feedingstuff is extracted as a resu lt of the method employed, 
and that in individual cases as much a3 99.98 per cent of the to ta l nitrogen 
present was removed. As previous workers fa ile d  to iso la te  the proteins from 
the feedingstuff before hydrolysis, it  is  not established that part of the 
insoluble residue discarded in th e ir  methods did not include some nitrogen 
in the form of non-hyd roly zed protein altho th is does not seem highly probable.
It is  believed, however, that the nearly complete extraction of the protein 
before hydrolysis leads to the accuracy of the method by fa c i l i t a t in g  hydrol­
y s is  and in reducing the amount of humin.
The la rg e st item of lo ss  occurs in the residue which remains a f te r  d is ­
solving the p rec ip ita te  of the bases in the amyl alcohol-ether mixture. This, 
presumably, is soluble humin which has not been adsorbed by the lime in the 
determination of ammonia, and fouls the solution  at th is point. Thi3 d iff ic u lty
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was also encountered by Menaul (45), who employed a preliminary p rec ip ita­
tion  with phosphotungstic acid in boiling solution fo r  the separation of 
the humin and ammonia before the p recip itation  of the bases. In the present 
in vestigation , very' l i t t l e  of the soluble humin appeared when the bases were 
precip itated , in most cases the p rec ip ita te s being free  from black p a r t ic le s . 
Washing with alternate portions of amyl alcohol-ether and water and then tak­
ing up the residue and washing thoroughly with water seemed to have l i t t l e  
e ffec t in reducing th is source of lo s s .  Acconsiderable portion of the n itro ­
gen lo s t  is soluble in the amyl alcohol-ether mixture, while sm aller lo sse s  
occur in the residues resu lting from concentration of the solutions of the 
bases and f i l t r a t e s  from the bases. Presumably, the second, third and fourth 
items of lo ss include some nitrogen which should be credited to the bases, 
but the character of th is nitrogen was not determined. If these lo sses can 
be reduced, the to ta l nitrogen of the bases of cottonseed meal may be found 
to be somewhat greater than the amount her6 reported.
TOTAL NITROGEN ACCOUNTED FOR. Summation of the nitrogen found in the 
various fraction s of the prcteih molecule together with that in the unavoid­
able lo sses in the procedure gives to ta ls  which average 98 . 75 per cent. While 
the use of the Van Slyke method of analysis has enabled others to account fo r  
as great a proportion of the nitrogen of fe e d in g stu ffs , i t  is doubtful, fo r  
reasons pointed out below, if th e ir  resu lts give as accurate a picture of the 
d istrib u tion  of nitrogen in feed in gstu ffs as is obtained by the procedure em­
ployed in the present investigation .
PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BASIC AMINO ACIDS. Our knowledge of 
the physiological role of arginine and h istid in e  has been enhanced by the 
studies of Ackrcyd and Hopkins (46). Employing rations in which the n itro­
gen was provided in the form of hydrolyzed casein from which these two amino 
acids had been removed by precip itation  according to the method of Kossel and
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Kutcher, i t  was found that rats receiving these rations declined rapidly in 
weight, hut that when eith er amino acid  was returned to the ration , lo ss  in 
weight was prevented and some growth ensued. The in vestigators suggest that 
possibly e ither of these aitino acids may be converted into the other by the 
animal body. I t  was further observed that when arginine and h istid in e vwre 
removed from the ration , the excretion of a llan t oin, which is  the m in  end 
product of purine metabolism in the ra t , was lowered. Subsequent experiments 
proved that the fa l l in g  off the a llau to in  excretion was not due to  lowered 
metabolism. From these observations and from the fa c t  that the argin ine, 
h istid in e  and guanine molecules have sim ilar  stru ctu ral re lation sh ips, i t  
was concluded that possibly one of the functions of arginine and h istid in e  
i s  to furnish the raw m aterial fo r the purine metabolism of the animal organ­
ism.
The above conclusion regarding the importance of arginine in purine 
metabolism is  given added weight by the findings of jjyer and Fine (47) re­
garding the creatine content of muscle. Differences of as much as 2.5 per 
cent in the creatine content of muscle were noted as a re su lt of feedings 
rations high and low in argin ine.
That cystine plays an important part in nutrition has been brought out 
by several in v estiga to rs, among them Osborne and yendel (48). The la t te r  ob­
tained adequate growth by the addition of cystine to rations containing 9 
per cent of casein , on which growth had been lim ited . Gelling (40), working 
in th is laboratory, concluded that cystine seems to be necessary fo r  the 
maintenance of adult mice. The importance of cystine to  the animal organism 
i s  admirably se t forth by Mathews (50).
"In the intermediary' metabolism of the body, that i s  the metabolism of 
the t is su e , sulphur probably plays a very important ro le . This i s  shown not 
only by the fa c t that i t  is  absolutely necessary fo r the continued existence 
of the body, as necessary as nitrogen or any of the other elements, but a lso  
by the fa c t  that i t  i s  one of the most la b ile  elements of the protein mole-
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eule. No other e1 eaent is s p l i t  off from the proteins with grea ter ease 
than th is . It i s ,  indeed, the la b ile  element par excellence. Moreover, 
cyst*ire, which is one of the amino acids, readily oxidizes i t s e l f .  It is  
a reducing body. It oxidizes spontaneously and there are many points in 
it s  oxidation which strongly resemble the process of resp iratioh . Thus the 
most favorable concentration of hydrogen ions fo r  the oxidation of cysteine 
is the same as that in protoplasm; both cysteine and protoplasm are poisoned 
by many of the same substances, such as the n it r i le s ,  the cyanides, ac id s, 
and the heavy m etals; th e ir  oxidation are catalyzed o r hastened in the 3ame 
manner by iron, arsenic and some other agents. For these reasons i t  has been 
suggested by p sfte r  and the author that there is more than a su p e rfic ia l con­
nection between the oxidation of cysteine and the resp iration  of the c e l l . ”
The necessity of ly sin e  fo r  growth has been conclusively demonstrated by 
Osborne end Mendel (51). When gliad in  of wheat, which contains only a minute
t
amount of ly sin e , formed the so le  source of protein in the rations of ra ts , 
the liv e  weight of the animals was maintained over long periods, but normal 
growth could not be secured, When ly sin e  was added to the rations, normal 
growth accurred. In other investigations (52), in which zein of maize was 
used as the source of the protein, i t  was found that a rat could be maintained 
at an almost constant weight of 50 grams fo r  a period of 182 days when tryp­
tophane was added to the extent of 3 per cent of the zein. The fu rth er addi­
tion of lysine induced normal growth. Further 3tudy (53) of the necessity 
of lysine in the ration convinced these investigators that about 2 per cent 
of the protein of the ration must con sist of ly3 ins in order to promote nor­
mal growth in the rat. Osborne and Mendel (54) also demonstrated the necessity 
of ly sin e  fo r  the growth of chickens.
In view of the essen tia l role which the basic amino acids play in nu­
tr it io n  as brought out above, it  is reasonable to assume from a survey of 
the an aly tica l resu lts of cottonseed meal secured in th is investigation  that 
the proteins of th is feedingstu ff have a high n u tritive  value. The combined 
arginine and h istid in e content of cottonseed meal is greater than that of any 
other feedingstuff so f a r  analyzed with the exception of the peanut. This fea­
ture alone is of great importance in view of the fa c t that arginine and h is-
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tid in e seem to be interchangeable in n utrition . While the ly sin e  content 
cannot be said  to be exceptional in any p articu lar , it  seams apparent from 
the above d iscussion , that the combined proteins of cottonseed meal contain 
su ff ic ie n t  amounts of both cystine and lysin e to render them adequate fo r  
n utrition .
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS ANALYSES OF COTTONSEED MEAL. As shown in the 
introduction, there are but few determinations of the chemical composition 
of the proteins of cottonseed meal. The e a r l ie s t  studies were made upon one 
of the isolated  proteins, the globulin or Sedsstin" of cottonseed, the re­
su lts  of which can not well be compared to analyses of the combined proteins, 
since, as previously mentioned, the globulin contains but 42.3 per cent of 
the to ta l nitrogen of cot4onseed meal. In the accompanying Table 4, the 
values secured by two previous investigators who made analyses of the com­
bined proteins of cottonseed meal are brought together fo r  comparison with 
those obtained in th is in vestigation .
It is evident f rom the resu lts presented that there is a general agree­
ment between the three se ts  of values,but that there are considerable d if fe r ­
ences in several important p a rticu la rs . As pointed out in the introduction, 
Nell au (10) calculated his resu lts upon the to ta l nitrogen content of the 
hydrolyzed so lution  sf t e r  f il tering off the 30lid residue insoluble in hy­
drochloric acid . This means that allcofhh is calcu lation s are too high, 
since a part of the nitrogen of the sample was undoubtedly discarded in the 
so lid  residue. The value of 5 .27 per cent humin nitrogen reported by 
Nollau must, therefore, represent the soluble humin nitrogen, which is nearly 
as large a value as that obtained by the w riter fo r  the 3um of the in so l­
uble humin nitrogen plus the soluble humin nitrogen. The amount of soluble 
humin nitrogen found by the w riter was but 3.39 per cent. Compared to the 
to ta l humin nitrogen found by Grindley, et a l (9 ), the amount of to ta l humin
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TABLE 4 .-  DISTRIBUTION OF NITROGEN IN COTTONSEED
meal as determined by different investigators
(Results expressed in percentage oof the to ta l nitrogen of the f eed-
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Nollau 6.27 14,06 12. 77 2. 74 7.5 7 1.94 45.02 7.49 9 7.43
Grind ley 7. Ta 10.45 19.52 0.65 5.47 4 . 78 42.82 *.43 96.90
Nevens 6.53 9.49 18. 74 0.91 7,40 3.81 40.12 2.63 98. 751
 ̂ Includes 9.03 per cent N removed in preliminary ext Factions plus
uncharacteriasd nitrogen lo s t  in method of an aly sis .
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nitrogen as determined by the w riter was 1.19 per ceht le s s .  The reduction 
of the humin nitrogen ha3 no doubt been an important contributing fa c to r  in 
the present investigation  in securing somewhat higher values of the basic 
.amino acids. In view of the known e ffec ts  of acid hydrolysis of the proteins 
in the presence of carbohydrates, as already pointed out, i t  is reasonable 
to assume that the sm aller amount of nitrogen discarded in th3 form of humin 
in these experiments than in those of Grindlsy may be attributed  to the mere 
complete separation of the proteins from the carbohydrates before hydrolysis.
The method of analysis of the proteins a f te r  hydrolysis by hydrochloric 
acid, as employed by Grindley at a l , was sim ilar  to that employed by the writ­
er,the main point of difference between the complete procedures being in the 
omission by the former workers of the extractions previous to hydrolysis. At 
ju s t  what point the 6.106 per cent of nonprotein nitrogen removed by the 
w riter in the preliminary extractions might appear were i t  not so removed, 
is not c lear . However, the sum of the ammonia nitrogen, amino nitrogen and 
non-ami no nitrogen in the f i l t r a t e  from the bases, obtained by Grindley at 
a l , is 6.414 per cent g reater than the sum of the corresponding values obtain­
ed by the writer, so it  is  possib le  that these three forms of nitrogen as re­
ported by the former comprise some nitrogen not derived from the proteins as 
such.
It is evident from the tab le that the nitrogen of the bases as found by 
Grindley sad his coworkers are in much c lo ser  agreement with those obtained 
by the w riter than those reported by Nollad. The l a t t e r 's  figu res fo r  ar­
ginine are obviously too low, while his cystine values are more than fou r 
times as great as those of Grindley et al and three times as great as those 
of the w riter. Accordingly, the lysine nitrogen values as calculated  by 
tyTol lau are correspondingly too low. The values fo r  the to ta l nitrogen of
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the bases as found by the three invs3tigator3 in the order given in the table 
are as follow s: 25.02 per cent, 30.42 per cent and 30.84 per cent respective­
ly , the la s t  being nearly 0.5 per cent higher than previous daterminations.
The to ta l nitrogen accounted fo r  in the three reports is likew ise shown 
to be 97.86 per cent, 96.90 per cent and 98. 75 per cent. The greater amount 
in the la s t  case is evidently due in part at le a s t ,  to the inclusion of the 
determinations of the uncharacterized nitrogen lo s t  at points where unavoid­
able lo sses occur in the method of an aly sis . These lo sses were not determined 
by the f i r s t  two in vestigators.
COMPARISON OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF NITROGEN IN COTTONSEED MSAL WITH TtftT 
IN OTHER FEE DINGS TUFFS. A comparison of the resu lts of an alysis of the pro­
teins of cottonseed moal, as discussed above, with those obtained by Hamilton, 
Grindley and jjevsns (33) fo r  a l f a l f a  hay, oats and corn is of value in study­
ing the re lative  n u tritive  value of the proteins of these f eedingstuff s , -as 
well as the ap p licab ility  of the general method of analysis to feed in gstu ffs 
which vary widely in composition. In the analysis of oats and corn an addi­
tional preliminary extraction , which involves the use of hot trich lo racetic  
acid, is employed to remove the 3tarch. This extraction is not necessary in 
the case of cottonseed meal and a l f a l f a  hay on account of the absence of 
starch  in the former, as stated  by Withers and Frap3 (55), and the re lative ly  
sur.all amount of starch  in the la t te r .
The f i r s t  point of in terest in contrasting these fe e d in g stu ffs , as may­
be noted by reference to Table 5, is th e ir  content of nonprotein nitrogen.
Oats contain mere than twice a3 much nonprotein nitrogen as cottonseed meal, 
while a l f a l f a  hay contains mere than three times a3 much. Hart and Bentley
(56) found that 23.5 per cent of the nitrogen of a l f a l f a  hay is  present in 
a water soluble form while Grindley and Eckstein (33) found a value of 28.4
TABLE 5 .- COMPARISON OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF NITROGEN IN COTTONSEED MEAL 
WITH THAT IN OTHER FEEDINGSTUFFS
(Results expressed in percentage of to t a l  nitrogen of the f e e-dings t u f f )
Feeding-
stu ff
Nonprotein Nitrogen Results of Van Siyke Analysis Nitrogen lo s t  in method Total
Solu­
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0.550 1.848 16.692 19.090 3.650 4.481 7.364 7.996 0.991 3.931 4.434 33.032 2.511 92.520 2.519 — 1.161 0.611 — 0.441 4.732 97.252
Oats 0.569 1.225 11.129 12.926 3 .013 2.516 11.422 11.647 0.944 5.796 2.841 42.137 3.860 97.100 0.132 0.127 0.664 0,746 0.209 0.025 1.903 99.004
Corn 0.326 1.368 8.135 9.829 1.235 2.303 11.936 8,725 1.072 4.832 2 . 2 0 0 46.704 7.216 96.052 0,136 0.276 2.698 0.481 0.191 0.065 3.847 99,899
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per c**nt fo r  the same fee d in g stu ff.
The amount of to ta l humin is greatest in the case of a l f a l f a ,  a natural 
resu lt, since the proteins are more d if f ic u lt ly  extracted from those feed- 
in gstu ffs containing large amounts of cnide f ib e r . The amount of humin in 
the case of corn is  very small indeed, considering the high percentage of 
carbohydrates in th is cerea l, and compares very favorably with the amounts of 
humin resulting from the hydrolysis of pure proteins as shown in Table 3. 
Cottonseed meal occupies a medium position  in respect to the proportion of 
humin nitrogen.
The most strik in g  difference between these fou r feed in gstu ffs i3 in 
th e ir  basic amino nitrogen content. Cottonseed meal, as already indicated, 
is exceptionally high in arginine nitrogen, but it  is  also much higher in 
i t s  to ta l basic nitrogen content than the other three feed in gstu ffs , the 
values fo r  the f ou r f eedingstuff s being: a l fa l f a  hay, 17.412 p e rce n t; o a ts , 
21.228 per cent; com , 17.529 per cent; and cottonseed meal, 30.846 per cent. 
The sum of the arginine nitrogen and h istid in e nitrogen is more than twice 
as great in the case of cottonseed meal as in the case of a l f a l f a  hay and 
nearly twice as great as that of corn. From the considerations presented 
above regarding the b io logical sign ifican ce  of the basic amino acids, i t  
would be lo g ica l to assume that these wide differences in the chemical com­
position  of the proteins of d ifferen t feed in gstu ffs indicate s im ilar  d i f f e r ­
ences in th e ir  n utritive  value, though probably not in corresponding degree. 
This point is mentioned below in connection with the discussion  of the resu lts 
of the feeding experiment conducted fo r  the purpose of studying the nutri­
tive  value of the proteins of cottonseed msai.
A lfa lfa  hay contains the sm allest proportion of mono-amino acid nitrogen, 
possib ly  owing to it s  high content of nonprotein nitrogen, while com i3 ex-
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ceptionally high in i t s  content of both mono-amino and non-amino acid n it­
rogen.
The la rg e st amount of nitrogen lo s t  in the method of an alysis occurs 
in the case of a l f a l f a ,  which is accounted fo r  largely  in the nitrogen remain­
ing in the residues a f te r  the preliminary extractions have been completed.
The next la rg e st amount is in the case of com , where the bulk of the lo ss  
i 3 due to unad3orbed humin. The nitrogen i3 extracted very completely from 
both oats and com . Cottonseed meal occupies a medium position with respect 
to the nitrogen lo s t  in the an alytical procedure.
The to tal nitrogen accounted, fo r  in the case of the various f eedingstuffs 
is a point worthy of special note. The to ta l is le a s t  in the case of a l f a l f a  
and greatest with com . Here again cottonseed meal occupies a medium posi­
tion . In th is rather long method of an aly sis, which involves many extractions, 
concentrations, p rec ip ita tion s, f iltra tio n s and tran sfe rs , and which at some 
stages renders the proteins subject to putrefaction unless care 4a taken, 
only 0.101 te r  cent of t* e to ta l nitrogen orig in ally  present in the sample 
of corn was not accounted fo r , a very remarkable resu lt indeed.
An examination of the resu lts of individual analyses of the four sam­
ples of a l f a l f a  hay and s ix  samples of each of oats and corn which were 
averaged to obtain the values shown in Table 5, brings out the fa c t  that the 
an alytical resu lts in the ca3e of each of these feed in gstu ffs show, on the 
whole, le ss  v ar iab ility  than the values fo r  the eight samples of cottonseed 
meal shown in Table 1. At le a s t  two fac to rs operated to e ffe c t the d if fe r ­
ence. The analyses of the f i r s t  three feedingstu ff 8 mentioned were conducted 
by persons experienced in the manipulation and execution of the Van Slyke 
an alysis and the analyses used fo r  the averages were selected from a number 
of analyses. The analyses of cottonseed meal were made by the w riter who 
had had no previous experience in the conduct of the Van Slyke method, and
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the analyses presented in Table 1 are the entire resu lts of the work. These 
considerations are strong evidence that the method of an alysis here described 
is  of general application  to feed in gstu ffs and may readily be carried out.
SUMMARY OF THE DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF THE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE 
PROTEINS. The accuracy of the determination of the amino acid content of the 
proteins of cottonseed meal has been increased over that of previous methods 
by the removal of the nonprotein nitrogen before proceeding with the hydrolysis 
of the proteins.
The accuracy of the determination has been s t i l l  further increased by the 
reduction of the humin substances formed as a resu lt of the hydrolysis of the
pro te in s.
The amount of arginine nitrogen is  much higher than that in most other 
f eedingstuf f s . The sum of the four basic amino acids i s  ab°ut 0.5 per cent higher 
than values previously found fo r  cottonseed meal.
The method of extraction  employed was found to resu lt in  the removal of 
99.5 per cent of the to ta l  nitrogen present in the feed in gstu ff.
The sum of the ammonia nitrogen and amino acid nitrogen fraction s is  83.132 
per cent of the to ta l nitrogen, an amount comparable to the sum of the same frac­
tions previously obtained from pure vegetable proteins.
Of the to ta l nitrogen origin ally  present in the sample of cottonseed meal, 
98.75 per cent was accounted for by summation of the fraction s obtained at 
d ifferen t stages in the method of an a ly sis , a proportion greater than any pre­
viously reported fo r the same fe e d in g stu ff.
Judging from the resu lts  obtained in th is investigation , the complete 
method of an alysis outlined in th is paper is  probably of genera] application  
to feed in gstu ffs and may readily be executed with successfu l re su lts .
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IV. METHODS EMPLOYED IN STUDYING THE NUTRITIVE VALUE OF THE PROTEINS
OF COTTONSEED MEAL
OBJECT OF FEEDING EXPERIMENT. The object of th is  phase of the experiment 
was to study the nutritive value of the proteins of cottonseed meal and to 
compare th e ir  nutritive value with that of the proteins of corn and a l f a l f a  
hay for the growth of young albino r a t s .  I t  was planned to feed rations con­
ta in in g a medium amount of protein, derived from the above mentioned sources, 
and by means of metabolism studies to determine the extent to which the pro­
teins are u tilize d  fo r  maintenance and growth.
GENERAL PLAN OF EXPERIMENT. Young male albino rats in  vigorous, healthy 
condition and having an in i t i a l  weight of from 100 to 140 grams were employed. 
The metabolism periods were each 7 days in length, two such periods following 
each other without interm ission with each of the experimental rations te sted . 
Before the f i r s t  metabolism period and whenever the rations were changed, a 
three lay preliminary or tran sitio n  period during which the ration to be em­
ployed during the metabolism period was fed was inserted. I t  was planned to 
feed tha animals as large amounts of the rations as they would consume, the 
daily feed allotment being slig h tly  greater than the amount consumed.
The rats were placed in individual g lass c ry sta lliz in g  dishes ? | inches 
in diameter and 3 £ inches in depth, inside measurements. The dishes were 
provided with weighted wire covers to which were attached large te s t  tubes 
f it te d  with rubber stoppers and bent g lass tubing, the la t te r  extending down­
ward thru the wire cover. The t e s t  tubes were kept supplied with ammonia- 
free water. Large porcelain crucibles fo r  receiving the feed were supported 
from the covers by means of wire frames. C rysta lliz in g  dishes of 60 mm. diam­
eter were employed instead of the crucibles for rations containing a l f a l f a ,  
which were very bulky. Ventilation was provided by means of a system of rub­
ber tubes which conducted a current of compressed a i r  to  the bottom of each
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dish . From two to three 3heets of f i l t e r  paper, cut to f i t  the tish aa, was 
placed in the bottom of each dish daily to absorb the urine.
Feces and urine were collected  d a ily . In most cases the f i l t e r  paper ab­
sorbed the urine completely, so that the feces were nearly always found dry.
In a very few cases, particu larly  with rations containing a l fa l f a  which resulted 
in the production of very bulky feces, there was evidently absorption of urine 
by the feces, so that i t  was necessary to extract the feces once or twice with 
hot ac id ified  water before co llectin g  them. The feces were preserved under 95 
per cent alcohol ac id ified  slig h tly  with su lfu ric  acid . At the end of each 7 
day metabolism period, the feces were transferred  to large Kjeldahl f la sk s  and 
digested according to the Kjeldahl-Gunning-Arnold method with su lfu ric  ac id , so­
dium su lfa te  and mercury. The resu ltin g  solutions sere transferred  to 500 c .c . 
volumetric fla sk s  and aliq u ots taken fo r  d is t i l la t io n .
After co llectin g  the fece s, the urine was extracted from the f i l t e r  papers 
by washing with a stream of ammonia free water ac id ified  with su lfu ric  acid  and 
held at nearly bo ilin g  temperature. The f i l t e r  paper was thoroly pulped and 
pressed out a f te r  each extraction  by means of a g lass rod. From four to s ix  ex­
traction s were made, using 40 to 60 c .c . of water each time, the sides and bottom 
of the dish a lso  being thoroly washed. The extracts were f i lte re d  thru g lass 
wool into 250 c .c . volumetric f la sk s . The fla sk s  were allowed to remain in the 
ice box over night. The solutions were then made up to volume at ice box temp­
erature and transferred  to 2 |  l i t e r  b o ttles which were kept in a cold storage 
room at a temperature of 5 degrees to 10 degrees C u n til analyzed. About one 
half gram cf powdered thymol was employed as a preservative in each bottle  in 
which the week’ s urine was co llected . The composites were thoroly mixed and 
aliquots measured out in the cold for to ta l  nitrogen determinations.
The feed was weighed daily into the crucibles and mixed with a l i t t l e  n it­
rogen free water to the consistency of a thick paste . The following day the
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feed residues were scraped out and dried in the same oven and at the same temp­
erature as the rations used. In some cases the animals scattered the feed from 
the crucibles about the metabolism dish . In such cases the feed remaining in 
the metabolism dish a t the time of co llectin g  the excreta was carefully  separated 
and added to the feed residues. When thoroly dry the weight of the feed residues 
was determined and the amount of feed actually  consumed during the 7 day period 
calculated. Byprevious te s t s  in  th is laboratory i t  was found that the erx-or in­
volved in th is  calculation  due to a difference in  the moisture content of the 
residues and ration was le ss  than 1 per cent, and further that the nitrogen con­
tents of the residues and ration  were id en tica l (57).
PREPARATION OF RATIONS, in preparing the experimental ration s, the starch 
used was f i r s t  dextrinized by heating on the steam bath a f te r  the addition of 
cold water and a few cry sta ls  of c it r ic  ac id , when ground corn formed one of 
the constituents of a ration , i t  was mixed with the starch and the starch of the 
mixture dextrinized. The other ingredients were then added, the agar being d is­
solved in bo ilin g  water and added at the boilin g  temperature, when necessary 
more hot water was added and the ingredients thoroly mixed. The rations were 
dried on g lass p la te s , placed above the steam bath, fin ely  ground and dried in 
an oven at a temperature of about 40 degrees C. After drying for several days, 
the rations were mixed, sampled fo r  an alysis and placed in tigh tly  covered g la ss 
j a r s .
The nitrogen f ree ration  consisted of the following;
S a lt s  5 per cent
Butt erf at 10 . f  "
Sucrose 8 " n
Starch 74 " "
Agar 3 " "
Hater soluble vitamin, 150 mg. of so lid s  per 100 grams of ra tio n .
The composition of the other rations i s  shown in Table 6. The s a l t  mixture 
used was compounded according to the formula of Osborne and Mendel (58), while
TABLE: 6 .-  COMPOSITION OF EXPERIMENTAL RATIONS 
(Expressed in percentage)
Constituent Ration
l 1 2 3 41 5 6 7
Cottonseed meal 23.9 13.1 — 10.3 7. 7
Co m 72. 7 — 32.3 28.4 — 19.3
A lfa lfa  hay — —— 63.5 40.6 35. 7 29.3
Starch 55.1 6.3 18.5 33. 7 13.0 36.0 25. 7
Agar 3.0 3.0 3.0 — —
Sue rose 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
Butte rf at 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
Sa lt 3 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3,0 3.0 3.0
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 LOO.O 100.0 100.0
Total nitrogen 
content 1. 750 1.66i0 |l.806 1. 777 1. 708 1. 790 1. 732
Water soluble vitamin preparation added at the rate of 
1.5 mg. of so lid s per gram of ration to rations 1 and 4,
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the water soluble vitamin consisted of Osborne and Waiceman’ 3 (59) Fraction II 
of the concentrated extract of the water soluble vitamin of brewers' y east.
The stock supply of the la t te r  was prepared in the form of a water solution  
which was preserved by means of a small quantity of chloroform and kept in the 
ice box. The bu tterfat was obtained by placing fresh creamery butter in  large 
beakers, heating to a temperature of 50 degrees to 60 degrees on the steam 
bath, centrifuging for an hour or u n til the fa t became water c lear, and then 
siphoning off the clear f a t .
It was planned that a l l  rations containing a protein feedingstuff should 
carry 10 per cent of protein (N x 6 .25), but the actual content of protein was 
sligh tly  higher, ranging from 10.38 per cent to 11.28 per cent, due to the fact 
that some of the constituents used in making up the ration had a s lig h tly  
higher moisture content than the dried ra tio n s.
In preparing the rations in which two or more feed in gstu ffs were combined 
an e ffo rt was made to have each feedingstuff furnish an equal amount of d ige stib le  
protein, using the coeffic ien ts of d ig e s t ib ility  secured in Period 2 as a b asis  
for calcu lation , but keeping the to ta l content of crude protein the same thruout 
the experiment, namely, 10 per cent.
The cottonseed meal used in the rations was a part of the same sample which 
was employed in the an aly tica l study presented in the preceding section . Thru 
the courtesy of the Plant Breeding Division of the Agronomy Department of th is 
university a quantity of "high protein" corn containing 2 .2  per cent nitrogen, 
was secured, which made i t  possib le to formulate a su itab le  corn ration con­
ta in in g 10 per cent protein. A ll of the feed in gstu ffs used were in a fin ely  
ground condition before compounding the ration s.
ACCURACY OF METABOLISM WORK WITH SMALL ANIMALS. Since the accuracy of 
metabolism work depends in large measure upon the accuracy of the co llection  of 
the excreta, especially  when such sn a il amounts of nitrogen are involved as in
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ths ease of ths sm aller laboratory aniaal®, several experiment® were carried  
out to te s t  the accuracy of the methods employed.
Each day during Period 6, when 6 ra ts  were receiving the same feed mixture, 
the paper residues remaining a f te r  extraction  of the urine were collected in  
g lass ja r s  and placed in the ice box. At the end of the metabolism period, the 
entire mass of residues, including the g lass wool used in f i l t r a t io n , wa3 tran s­
ferred to a two l i t e r  beaker and boiled fo r some time with about one l i t e r  of 
water ac id ified  with sulphuric ac id . The extracts were decanted and the proce­
dure repeated, the ac id ified  water being pressed out from the residues. The 
extracts were f i lte re d  thru g lass wool, evaporated on the steam bath and trans­
ferred to Rejldahl fla sk s  fo r to ta l nitrogen determination. The paper residues 
a lso , together with the g lass wool, were transferred  to large Kjeldahl f la sk s , 
and to ta l nitrogen determined. The re su lts  of these determinations are shown 
in Table 7, The nitrogen extracted in the procedure described ju st  above i s  
assumed to be of urinary origin  and is  compared to the to ta l  amount of urinai7  
nitrogen excreted during the week. It i s  shown th at, as an average of 6 such 
determinations, the error in ths co llection  of urine amounted to 2.0 per csnt 
of the to ta l  nitrogen.
The nitrogen remaining in the paper residues which was not extracted by 
boilin g with ac id ified  water was assumed to be feca l nitrogen. In co llectin g  
the feces i t  was sometimes impossible to en tirely  remove the feca l n atter from 
the f i l t e r  papers, especially  when th9 rations tended to cause a laxative  con­
dition . Such a condition was not a constant e ffe c t with any ration employed, 
but was more frequent with rations containing a l f a l f a ,  with the la t te r  ration s, 
three f i l t e r  papers were generally placed in each dish d aily , while with the 
other rations two papers were used. Analysis of the f i l t e r  paper showed that 
seven f i l t e r  papers of the size  used contained 1.06 ag. of nitrogen. In making
TABLE 7.- TEST OF THE COMPLETENESS OF EXTRACTION OF NITROGEN FROM FILTER 
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mg. mg. mg. pet. mg. mg. mg. pet. mg. mg. pet.
2 12.5 553.4 570.9 2 . 2 25.5 546.8 572.3 4.5 38.0 1143.2 3.33 15,9 715.3 732.2 2 . 2 25.8 833.7 859.5 3.0 41.7 1591.7 2 . 65 9.0 619 .3 628.3 1.4 2 2 . 2 645.3 667.5 3.3 29.2 1295.8 2.3
6 13.2 541.0 554.2 2.4 2 0 . 1 615,8 635.9 3.2 33.3 1190.1 2 . 8
8 1 1 . 5 652.5 664.0 1.7 12.9 672.0 684.9 1.9 24.4 1343.9 - 1 , 89 18.3 764.3 782.6 2.3 28.0 602.0 630.0 4 .4 46.3 1412.6 3.3Aver. 13.4 655.4 2 . 0 22.4 — 675.0 3.3 35.5 1330.4 2.7
A fter deduction of nitrogen contained in same number of clean 








the calcu lation s shown in Table 7 i t  was assumed that the nitrogen orig in ally  
contained „the f i l t e r  papers was insoluble in the hot d ilu te acid employed m 
extraction  and th is has been deducted from the non-extractable nitrogen remain­
ing in the paper residues. To the extent that such niti'ogen i s  soluble in hot 
d ilute acid , however, i t  would tend to o ffse t  to a small degree the lo sse s  in 
the co llection  of urine, altiio the correction would not be in proportion to the 
variable to ta l urinary nitrogen. The error in the co llection  of feces was found 
to be 3.3 per cent, using the average of s ix  determinations, or, comparing the 
to ta l  nitrogen lo s t  to the to ta l nitrogen excreted in urine and feces during the 
week, the to ta l  error in the co llection  of both feces and urine i s  3 .7  per cent.
The re su lts  obtained in th is  te s t  were applied to the metabolism data fo r  
Period 6, the period during which th is te s t  was conducted, to determine what 
e ffe c t  the incomplete co llection  of the excreta has upon the u tiliz a t io n  coef­
f ic ie n ts . It  i s  evident that an error in the collection  of the excreta i s  
reflected  d irectly  in the nitrogen balance and in the percentage u ti liz a t io n . 
Using the average values given in Table 7 of 13,4 mg. of nitrogen representing 
uncollected urine and 22.4 mg. of nitrogen representing uncollected feces during 
a 7 day period, and applying them to the data fo r the individual animals during 
Period 6 i t  i s  found that the percentages of u tiliza tio n  of absorbed nitrogen 
as given in the tab les are approximately 2 per cent too h i$ i, while the per­
centages of absorbed nitrogen retained are slig h tly  more than three par cent 
too high. Like re su lts  are obtained for Period 7 during 'which the animals re­
ceived the same ration as in Period 6.
The completeness of the co llection  of urine was tested  in s t i l l  another way, 
that of the recovery of urea which was added in the form of a standard solution 
to the daily feed. Two mature ra ts  were employed in the t e s t .  After the excre­
tion  of urinary nitrogen had been reduced to a nearly constant level by su bsis­
tence on protein free rations fo r  seven days, known amounts of urea were added
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to the ration .
The excretion of th is ex^ra nitrogen was very prompt, as indicated by the 
re su lts  of the te s t  as shown in  Table 8, In the case of Rat 10, the re su lts  
are somewhat d if f ic u lt  to in terpret, owing to  the fa c t that the consumption of 
feed decreased rapidly, evidently resu ltin g  in  catabolism of small amounts of 
body protein to furnish energy for the body. By using the figures for the 
average excretion of nitrogen during the three days preliminary to the f i r s t  
urea lay as the level of the endogenous nitrogen during the three ure<t days, the 
apparent recovery of the urea nitrogen amounted to 119 per cent. Sim ilar re su lts  
are obtained if the average nitrogen excretion during the preliminary and subse­
quent periods are employed. If i t  be assumed th at, owing to a decrease in feed 
consumption below that of the energy requirements, the endogenous nitrogen should 
be taken as corresponding to  that in the subsequent period, then the recovery 
of the urea nitrogen was approximately 100 per cent. Undue enphasis should not 
be placed upon the re su lts  given by th is animal, however.
f ith  Rat 11 more re liab le  data were obtained as i t  was riot evident that the 
feed consumption was deficien t in  meeting the energy requirements. By using the 
average nitrogen excretion during both preliminary and subsequent periods as 
the level of the amount of body nitrogen excreted, the recovery of urea nitrogen 
amounted to 95 per cent of that fed . If the average of the amounts of nitrogen 
excreted during Days 3 and 6 be used as th is  lev e l, then the recovery of urea 
nitrogen was p ractica lly  100 per cent.
It  i s  evident from the data presented concerning the recovery of urea n it­
rogen that the method fo r  the co llection  of urine as employed in these experiments 
gives very nearly quantitative re su lts .
Further te s ts  of the metabolism method employed which were performed in th is  
laboratory and are described below, show that lo ss  of ammonia due to b acteria l 
decomposition of the urine does not occur to any appreciable extent.
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TABLE 8.- test of the completeness of collection of urine be










la t  10
1 182 10.5 0 35.6
2 *»  — — 10.5 0 24.0
3 10.5 0 23.5
4 178 6.1 42.1 74.6
5 6.1 42.1 83.0
6 6.1 42.1 76.0
7 4.6 0 35.9
3 167 4.6 0 35.8
Rat 11
1 176 7.2 0 42.8
2 7.2 0 30.2
3 7.2 0 39.8
4 7.7 56,5 82.8
5 7.7 56.5 101.8
6 —  — * 5.4 0 3 7.5
7 164 5.4 0 2S.3
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In the f i r s t  t e s t ,  three portions of urine of 5 c .c . each were measured 
out fo r to ta l  nitrogen determination. At the same time 5 c .c . portions of urine 
were added to each of s ix  metabolism dishes containing the usual number of f i l ­
te r  :paper3 . Three of these dishes were allowed to stand a t room temperature in 
the metabolism laboratory, while the remaining three were placed in an oven a t 
a temperature of about 40 degrees C. At the end of 24 hours, tne urine was* col­
lected from a l l  s ix  dishes in the same manner as employed in the metabolism «orx,
i . e . ,  by washing with hot, ac id ifie d  water. As a resu lt of th is te s t  i t  was 
found that 5 c .c , of urine contained 28.18 mg. of nitrogen, while the amounts of 
nitrogen recovered from the dishes kept for 24 hours at room temperature and at 
40 degrees C were, respectively , 27.61 mg. and 27.54 mg.
In the second of these t e s t s ,  the urine from one rat receiving a constant 
amount of the same ration was col ec te i d a ily . On the f i r s t ,  tn ird , and fiftu  
days the urine was collected  a t once by washing with ac id ified  water in the 
usual manner. The urine was made up to a volume of 250 c .c . and a liqu ots taken 
at once fo r to ta l  nitrogen determinations. On the altern ate  days the urine was 
not collected at the end of the 24 hour period, but the f i l t e r  paper was moisten­
ed and the dish allowed to stand another 24 hours in the metabolism laboratory 
before extraction  in the usual manner. The rat meanwhile was transferred to a 
clean dish. At the end of the second day the urine was collected by washing as 
usual, made up to volume, and aliquots taken for to ta l  nitrogen determination.
The re su lts  of the te s t  are shown in Table 9, It  i s  evident that there was no 
appreciable lo ss of nitrogen due to b acteria l decomposition even a fte r  the metab­
olism  dishes had stood fo r two days.
HOW SHALL THE NUTRITIVE VALUE OF PROTEINS BE COMPARED? in  attempting to 
compare the b io logical values of various feed in gstu ffs, i t  i s  f i r s t  necessary to 
se lect a su itab le  basis fo r  comparison. Several d ifferen t methods fo r  comparison 
are in use. As pointed out in the introduction, one of the most common methods
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TAELE 9 .-  EFFECT OF ALLOWING METABOLISM DISHES TO STAND 




N when collected 
at end of 24 hours
Daily urinary N 
when collected 
at end of 48 hrs.
mg. mg.
1 57.9 —





5 ---- _ 60.3
Average 60.3 62.1
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i s  to bass conclusions upon the character of the growth secured, the principle 
index in such a case being the gain in liv e  weight. Some of the data from Table 
22 of the appendix are brought together in Table 10. These data were a l l  ob­
tained in Periods 2 and 3. The rats consuming the cottonseed meal ration-showed 
marked fluctuation s in gain in live  weight which can not be accounted fo r  on the 
basis of a variable food intake. With the corn ration , there was a gain in weight 
by one rat in one period only. The nitrogen of the ration , however, was being 
used by the body to a considerable extent, fo r  on a nitrogen free ration the 
same animals lo st  16 to 19 grams in weigrt during a period of equal length, cor.-
i
pared to 1 to 2 grams on the com ration . Likewise, there was also  a large 
variation  in gains in weight by the rats receiving the a l f a l f a  ration, the 
average gains of Rats 7 and 8 being almost zero, i t  i s  probable that many factors 
other than the quality and amount of the protein consumed influence the gain in 
weight, such as the proportion of carbohydrates in the ration , amount of water 
drank, exercise , the proportion of gain which is  protein or fa t ,  e tc . While 
in terpretations based upon the gain in liv e  weight may lead to re liab le  conclu­
sions in some instances, the adoption of such a criterion  in the present case 
would certain ly be a fa lla c io u s procedure.
It i s  a matter of common knowledge that a l l  animals require protein food 
fo r keeping the body tissu e s  in tac t, known as the maintenance requirement, and 
secondly, that growing animals need an additional quantity of protein fo r  the 
construction of new t is su e s . If a standard fo r the comparison of the value of
the proteins of feed in gstu ffs fo r  growth i s  based simply upon the proportion of
the nitrogen of the feedingstuff which i s  retained by the body, the values se­
cured in such a manner are subject to gross erro rs. With such a method of com­
putation the apparent value of the proteins fo r growth depends largely upon the
nitrogen intake, or in other words, upon the amount of feed eaten, and th is  in 
turn is  subject to individual idiosyncracy and the p a la tab ility  of the ration .
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fo r  period
A 03 0 rbed 
N .retain­
ed1
U tiliz a ­
tion  of 1 
absorbed W
>
erm. gm- pet. pet.
1 2 cottonseed meal 9.52 11 31 63
1 3 « 9.43 6 29 65
2 2 it 8.66 9 21 64
2 3 it 8.57 5 17 64
3 2 it 11.51 12 44 71
3 3 tt 12.4 7 11 A3 70
4 2 co rn 7.44 2 15 49
4 3 tt 8.05 0 15 47
5 2 tt 7.66 0 16 54
5 3 tt 6.30 -1 — 43
6 2 i it 7.49 -1 23 55
6 3 tt 6.3b -2 9 43
7 2 alf a lf a hay 9.33 6 23 62
7 3 ft 9,50 -5 8 57
3 2 ft 9.19 2 16 58
A 3 ft 8.20 -2 6 57
S 2 tt 11.42 3 22 67
9 3 ft 13.67 7 38 73
1
For method of calcu lation  of these percentages, see tab le  22
of the appendix
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As mentioned elsewhere, when the ration proves unsatisfactory , rats tend to eat 
le ss  and le ss  from day to day. By reference to Table 10 i t  may be seen that both 
Rats 5 and 6 ate le ss  of the corn ration during Period 3 than during Period 2.
Rat 5, during Period 2, retained 16 per cent of the nitrogen absorbed, out during 
Period 3 when the amount of feed consumed was evidently too l i t t l e  to maintain 
the anim al's live  weight, the nitrogen of the excreta was greater than tne n itio - 
gen intake, so that there vsas a lo ss  of nitrogen from the body resu ltin g  in a 
negative value fo r the percentage of absorbed nitrogen retained. Sim ilarly , the 
percentage of absorbed nitrogen retained by Rat 6 f a l l s  from 23 per cent in Period 
2 to 9 per cent in Period 3, a change which in th is instance may a lso  be a ttr ib u t­
ed to a decreased food intake, Were the average percentage of the absorbed n itro­
gen retained by Rats 5 and 6 taken as a measure of the u tiliz a tio n  of the proteins 
of corn for growth, it  would be a d istorted  picture of the fa c ts .
There seem to be facto rs other than the amount of feed consumed which render 
the use of the percentage of absorbed nitrogen retained an unsatisfactory c r ite r ­
ion of the u tiliz a t io n  value of the proteins of feed in gstu ffs. As may be seen by 
reference to Table 10, the percentage of nitrogen retained by Rat 7 in Periods 
2 and 3 f a l l s  from 23 per cent to  8 per cent, and in the case of Rat 8 the per­
centage f a l l s  from 16 per cent in Period 2 to 6 per cent in Period 3 . These
violent fiucutuations are not due entirely to a decreased nitrogen intake, for in
the case of Rat 7 the feed intake increased slig h tly  during the second period.
They are, however, associated  with a s lig h tly  decreased d ig e s t ib ility , altho there 
may be other causative fa c to r s .
Any su itab le criterion  used in feeding experiments fo r  the comparison of the 
u tiliz a tio n  of proteins fo r  growing animals must necessarily  consider the e ffe c t  
of the proteins in providing nitrogen for maintenance, fo r in growing animals 
these processes proceed concurrently. It  i s  doubtful if  the true protein require­
ment for the maintenance of a growing animal can be determined by feeding a ra­
tion  containing protein,, fo r  Waters (60) has shown that when young ste e rs  re­
ceived a ration  which just 'Maintained th e ir  liv e  weight, some of the growth 
processes continued. Sim ilar re su lts  were obtained by Aron (61).
Perhaps the nearest approach to the determination of the exact amount of 
nitrogen required fo r  the maintenance of a growing animal is  a study of the n itro­
gen excretion when the ration consists entirely  of carbohydrates and th is is  
being taken in an amount in excess of the body's energy requirement. Under such 
conditions the nitrogen excretion f a l l s  to a very low lev e l, often to one th ird  
or le ss  of that during starvation , as shown by Folin (62), Landergren (63), 
Cathcart (64), and Thoms (65). The amount of protein then being catabolized has 
been defined by Rubner (66) as the "wear and tear" quota of protein metabolism, 
which requires a "repair quota" of protein in the diet in order to replace i t .
A "growth quota" must be supplied the young animal in addition to the "rep air  
quota" in order that growth may take place. Using dogs as experimental animals, 
Michaud (67) found that when protein in the form of casein or dog tissu e  wa3 fed 
in amounts equivalent to the protein minimum a fte r  the metabolism had been reduced 
to th is  lev e l, that there was no further lo ss of nitrogen from the body. Thomas 
(65) found that a fte r  the reduction of the nitrogen excretion by a carbohydrate 
diet to the minimum level that nitrogen equilibrium could be restored by the 
ingestion of an amount of protein nitrogen in the d iet equal to the amount of n it­
rogen being eliminated in the excreta. On a nitrogen free diet the amount of 
nitrogen excreted daily in  the feces was about 1 gram, and th is amount was not in­
creased with a nitrogen intake of 3 grams furnished by a highly d igestib le  pro­
te in . ^ ith  d ie ts producing a large bulk of feces he found that a greater propor­
tion  of d igestive ju ices was eliminated, increasing the nitrogen content of the 
f eces.
In the interpretation  of the feeding experiments -which follow i t  i s  assume i  
that the amount of protein required for body maintenance is  a constant value
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fo r each individual at a given weight. Such an assumption is  entirely in har­
mony with the theories of many in vestigators in the f ie ld s  of both human and 
animal n u trition . Folin (62), as a resu lt of h is Study of the d ifferen t forms in 
which nitrogen i s  excreted on higji and low protein diet3, was le d to formulate 
h is theory of two d istin ct types of metabolism. The endogenous i s  most character­
i s t ic a l ly  represented by the excretion of creatin ine, which, "on a meat free diet 
is  a constant quantity, d ifferent fo r  d ifferen t individuals, but wholly independ­
ent of quantitative changes in the to ta l amount of nitrogen elim inated." F o lin 's  
re su lts  have been substantiated by an immense amount of investigation  concerning 
urinary creatin ine, and his theory of protein metabolism i s  now almost universally 
accepted in i t s  main e sse n t ia ls , altho i t  has been necessary to modify th is  view 
slig h tly  with our increased knowledge of the chemistry' of the proteins,.
The constancy of the protein minimum fo r the individual i s  accepted by Lusk, 
Thomas and others. That th is  minimum d iffe r s  between individuals and is  subject 
to s lig h t variation  due to environmental, temperamental and dietary changes, 
p o s s ib i l i t ie s  which are not precluded by F o lin 's  theory, is  brought out by Cath- 
cart (58). "As regards the uniformity of the protein minimum i t  may be definitely 
stated  that there is  no single minimum - common to a l l  men and to a l l  conditions. 
Rubner, Saspari and others a lso  hold firmly to th is  opinion. Caspar! quotes the 
work of Larguier des Bancels in 1903 in confirmation of th is b elie f in the ex is­
tence of multiple protein minima. The fa c ts  that can be cited  against a common 
minimum are many in number. Thus the ca loric  value of the diet given influences 
very m aterially the amount of nitrogenous m aterial required, as i s  shown, for 
example, in the experiments of Voit and Korkunoff. Then, as Rubner has pointed 
out, the temperature influences quite markedly the course of protein metabolism. 
F in ally , another facto r of considerable importance may be mentioned, the activ ity  
of the organism."
In the sphere of animal nutrition , the constancy of the maintenance re-
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qui re merit for farm animals is  recognized by Kellner, Arms by and Haecker.
C. Voit and Kellner also  proved conclusively that work production of varying in­
ten sity  by farm animals does not increase the protein metabolism appreciably .
In th is  connection i t  should be stated  that some of the current theories 
of protein metabolism are not in complete harmony with that ju st mentioned.
Among these are the reversible reaction theijjSy of Sherman (69), which seeks to 
account for the functions which the food protein serves in body maintenance by 
the assumption that the absorption of the amino acids liberated  in d igestion  
causes an increased concentration of these in the tissu e s  which checks or even 
reverses the hydrolysis of tissu e  protein. This theory is  hardly compatible with 
the known fa c ts  regarding the constancy of the endogenous metabolism, which has 
been found (70) to be uniform from hour to hour, as evidenced by the creatinine 
elim ination, even during digestion  and absorption of proteins.. Absorption of 
the protein digestion products from the alimentary trac t presumably occupies only 
a portion of the 24 hour period, so that even if the endogenous catabolism were 
inhibited by the increased concentration of amino acids, i t  would be only tempor- 
ary, fo r  i t  has been shown (71) th at, in adult ra ts , protein feeding has only a 
very s lig h t e ffec t upon the amino acid concentration in the t is su e s . This known 
s lig h t increase in the amino acid content of the tissu es during digestion  would 
not be of su ffic ie n t magnitude to inhibit the action of d igestive enzymes when a 
digestion experiment i s  conducted in v it ro . Further, i t  is  unreasonable to assume 
that anabolism and catabolism of tissu e  proteins are simply reversible phases of 
the same reaction and that both these processes are promoted by the same enzyme.
In the young growing animal protein feeding has been demonstrated (71) to in­
crease considerably the amino acid content in the t is su e s . Were the endogenous 
metabolism inhibited entirely  during the time th is  concentration i s  maintained, 
as must be assumed from the revsx'sible reaction theory, then the catabolism of 
tissu e  protein per unit of weight in the young growing animal would be but a
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traction  o? that of a 'mature animal.
Osborns and Mendel (72) explain the maintenance protein requirement upon 
the need of certain amino acids to serve sp ec ia l physiological functions, such 
as the formation of the active principles of the internal secretions and hormones. 
This theory assumes, therefore, that when the animal i s  receiving a nitrogen free 
ration, body tissu e  must be catabolized to  furnish the e sse n tia l amino ac id s, but 
that, on the other hand, when a ration containing a complete assortment of amino 
acids in su ffic ie n t amount i s  being consumed that the endogenous metabolism is  
only a fraction  of that on a non-nitrogenous ration , and that then only the catab­
olism of the internal secretions or the t is su e s  which regulate metabolism would 
be e ffected . Under these conditions the muscles would scarcely be affected  and 
the creatinine elimination would bear l i t t l e  relation  to the endogenous metabolism, 
Moreover, the theory does not sa t is fa c to r ily  account fo r  the e ffec t of ammonium 
s a l t s ,  mixtures of amino acids and single amino acids in p a rt ia l y supplying n it­
rogen for maintenance.
Since the plan of procedure and method of calculation  employed in  th is  in­
vestigation  are dependent primarily upon the basic assumption that the endogenous 
metabolism of the animal organism is  constant in character and amount fo r an in­
dividual at a given age and weight, an examination of the data obtained during 
a l l  the metabolism periods was made in order to ascertain , if  possib le , whether 
th is assumption i s  substantiated by the experimental re su lts  at hand. In making 
th is examination, the data embodied in Appendix Table 22 were employed to obtain 
the f i r s t  set of values shown in the column headed "As determined" under each 
"Period" of Table 11. These values were obtained by deducting the sum of the 
endogenous nitrogen and the metabolic nitrogen in the feces from the daily urinary 
nitrogen and calcu latin g the percentage of the daily nitrogen intake which the 
remainder forms. The second column of values under each "Period", headed "As 
calcu lated", was obtained in the same way as those in  the f i r s t  column, except
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TABLE u .  - the proportion of the daily intake of nitrogen above main­




Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 period 6 Peri<3d 7
ivO *
as as SIS as as as as StS as as as as
d et’ d. calc . Bat'd* c a lc . det’ d. c a lc . d et’ d. calc. d e t’ i . calc. d a t ’ 1. calc .
2 12.0 16.3 9.8 13.1 1.7 5.3 8.3 12.4 8.9 13.4 8.8 13.7
3 3.8 8.3 9.4 8.3 7.8 7.2 7.3 5.9 9.9 9.3 9.9 5.2
0 26.5 2S.1 35.0 38.2 18.7 21.0 18.5 21.1 12.3 14.4 11.4 13.7
6 23.9 20.0 31.3 25.7 21.0 17.5 16.4 12.3 12.6 9.5 14.0 11.1
8 S .l 7.4 7.3 5.8 15.6 14.3 10.4 8.9 14.3 12.5 S .7 1 7.7
•5 4.1 5.5 1.9 3.1 15.3 17.3 14.9 16.4 16.0 17.6 16.4 18.1
that the average value for daily urinary nitrogen as determined with nine ra ts  
in period 1, i . e . ,  22 mg. per 100 gnu live weight, is  used in calcu latin g  the 
"endogenous nitrogen" cf  Periods 2 to 7, in clu sive , instead of the individual 
values determined in the same period. I t  i s  shown in Table 11 that the individ­
ual daily urinary nitrogen values for Rats 2, 5 and 9 are above the average, 
while that fo r  Rats 3, 6 and 8 are below the average. Hence, fo r comparison,
Rats 2 and 3, 5 and 6, and 8, and 9 are arranged in p a irs . The rats of each pair 
received the same rations thruout the experiment. I t  i s  natural to assume that 
two animals of the same age and weight and in  a comparable nutritive condition 
w ill u t i l iz e  the same ration with can equal degree of effic ien cy , sub ject of course, 
to inherent individual v a r ia b il ity . By reference to Table 11, i t  may be noted 
that th is holds true to a very great extent, altho the natural variation s to be 
expected in b io logical work of th is kind are in evidence.
Considering f i r s t  the values l is te d  under the headings "As determined" in 
each period i t  i s  evident that there i s  a marked uniformity exhibited by the 
animals of each pair thruout the d ifferent experimental periods with but few ex­
ceptions. For example, i t  i s  shown that Rats 2 and 3 eliminate in the urine about 
the same proportion of the nitrogen intake above maintenance "As determined", with 
the exception of Periods 2 and 4. Rats 5 and 6 show quite uniform re su lts  thruout 
the entire s ix  periods. Rats S and 9 do not vary widely from each other in 
Periods 4, 5 and 6. Moreover, certain  rations seem to have pronounced e ffe c t on 
these percentages. Rats 5 and 6 received the com ration during periods 2 and 3, 
and the corn-cottonseed meal ration  during Periods 4 and 5. With both of these 
ration s, the proportion of the daily nitrogen intake eliminated in the urine was 
greater than with the other ration s, but both animals behaved alik e  in th is  re>- 
spect.
On the other hand, when the average values fo r  the endogenous nitrogen of 
the urine ace used in calcu latin g  maintenance, the variation s in the percentages
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of the nitrogen intake above maintenance appearing in the urine of the animals of 
each pair are greatly exaggerated in 14 of the IS cases involved,, as snown under 
the headings "As calculated” . In one of the four cases, that of Rats 5 and 6, P 
period 7, there is  no change. In the other three cases, those of Rats 2 and 3, 
period 4, and pats 6 and 9, periods 2 and 3, the spread i s  lessened s lig h t ly , 
in many cases the use of an average maintenance facto r increases the spread be­
tween the animals of a p a ir as much as 200 per cent. These data seem to indicate 
quite conclusively that the endogenous metabolism is  a function of the individual 
animal and that th is i s  a d efin ite  and probably constant value under a given 3st 
of conditions. Tills i s  quite in harmony with the theory of Folin (&2) respecting 
the constancy of endogenous metabolism. In calcu latin g the resu lts of these ex­
periments, therefore, the u3e of individual maintenance values i s  evidently ju s t i­
f ia b le .
I f ,  having determined the minimal "wear and tear” quota of an animal by 
appropriate metabolism experiments, feeding te s t s  are then in itia te d  to study the 
u tiliz a tio n  of the proteins of feedin gstu ffs by that animal, i t  i s  possib le to 
calculate the proportion of the nitrogen excreted in the urine which is  of endog­
enous origin and likewise the amount of fecal nitrogen whose source is  metabolic. 
This method follows closely that of Thomas (55) in calcu latin g  the b io log ical 
values of food stu ffs . Such a criterion  evaluates the proportion of the nitrogen 
of the food which is  actually  u tilized  by the animal in  i t s  metabolism, whether 
the animal i s  consuming an amount of protein which is  not quite su ffic ie n t fo r i t  
to maintain i t s  live  weight, or whether growth i s  permitted. The values obtained 
by applying th is method of calcu lation  to the data of metabolism Periods 2 and 3 
are shown in the la s t  column of Table 10. An inspection of these values shows 
that th is method overcomes some of the objections raised to the other methods. 
When the gain in liv e  wei^it f a l l s  to zero or a l i t t l e  below, but at the same 
time i t  i s  evident that some of the nitrogen of the ration  i s  being used by the
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animal, the percentage "u t iliz a tio n  of the absorbed nitrogen for .'maintenance 
and growth" i s  lowered, but i s ,  nevertheless, a very d istin c t positive  value. 
With a s lig h t decrease in food intake, there i s  usually a corresponding f a l l  in 
the "u tiliz a tio n  of absorbed nitrogen for maintenance and growth" co e ffic ie n t, 
but th is decrease is  not so extreme as when the resu lts are calculated upon the 
basis of the "absorbed nitrogen retained ." Moreover, a decrease in the feed 
intake to lust below the maintenance level does not re su lt in a negative value. 
On the whole the "u tiliz a tio n  of absorbed nitrogen for maintenance and growth" 
coeffic ien ts are much le s s  variable than those of the "absorbed nitrogen retain­
ed", The former method i s  subject to a coeffic ien t of v a r ia b ility  of 8.4 par 
cent when a l l  of the values obtained in the s ix  metabolism periods are consid­
ered, and a mean is  assumed fo r each ration . Sim ilarly , the same values when 
calculated upon the basis of the percentage of "absorbed nitrogen retained" have 
a coeffic ien t of v a r ia b ility  of 27.7 per cent, a stx'iking and important d iffe r ­
ence.
In th is in vestigation , therefore, the endogenous metabolism of the experi­
mental animals was studied during a metabolism period in which a nitrogen free 
ration was fed, and th is was followed by s ix  metabolism periods in which the 
proteins of cottonseed meal were compared with these of corn and a l f a l f a  hay.
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V. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF THE STUDY OF THE NUTRITIVE VALUE OF 
OF THE PROTEINS OF COTTONSEED MEAL
METABOLISM OF THE RAT ON A NITROGEN FREE RATION. During the f i r s t  11 days 
of the experiment the rats v«hich had been consuming an ordinary stock ration 
were given nitrogen free rations prepared as described above. On the f i f th  
day collection  of the feces and urine was begun, and continued fo r  7 days.
In order to check the re su lts  secured during the f i r s t  period of the experiment, 
three of the ra ts  were again placed on nitrogen free rations during Period 6, 
a f te r  having received nitrogenous rations during the intervening time. The 
principal data of these t r i a l s  are included in Table 12. The rats lo s t  3iightly  
more than 2 grams of weight per head d aily . For the f i r s t  few days of the period 
the animals ate the ration in large quan tities , but as they apparently found 
the feed un satisfactory , they consumed sm aller and sm aller amounts from day to 
day, and a few of the animals scattered the feed from the containers a t once 
upon being fed .
I t  was found that, while subject to some individual variation , the amount 
of urinary nitrogen per 100 grams of live  weight is  fa ir ly  constant, the average 
value of 22.4 mg. obtained agreeing almost exactly with that found by Mitchell
(57) in a large number of metabolism periods. From the re su lts  secured in Period 
6 i t  appears that there i s  s lig h tly  le ss  intense endogenous metabolism as the 
animal becomes older, as evidenced by a decreased excretion of urinary nitrogen 
per 100 grams liv e  weight. The s lig h t increase in the case of Rat 7 during 
Period 6 as compared with Period 1 is  evidently due to a deficien t food con­
sumption during the former period, n ecessitatin g  the catabolism of body protein 
to furnish energy. The individual values obtained in Period 1 fo r urinary n itro­
gen per 100 grams live  weight are used in the subsequent tab les for calcu latin g  
the u tiliz a tio n  of the various ration s, the values always being corrected to 
the average live  weight of the particu lar animal during that period.



















u r inary 
N per 
100 gms. 
l iv e  wt.
F ecal 
n it rogen 
per 100 
gms. f eed
gm. gm. gm. mg. mg- mg. mg.
1 1 99 88 6.51 25 17 27 253
2 1 118 102 7.43 31 13 28 255
3 1 134 116 9.07 26 24 21 259
4 1 135 118 3. 79 .24 22 19 251
5 1 120 104 7.29 28 20 25 273
6 1 129 110 7.86 21 21 18 270
7 1 123 107 7.43 23 20 20 266
8 1 122 10S 9.14 22 24 19 298
9 1 126 114 7.43 29 13 25 246
average — — 7. 78 — — 22 264
i 6 113 102 6.10 22 19 20 306
4 6 135 130 9.02 16 20 15 223
7 6 118 105 4, 76 24 17 21 35 7
Ave rage — — 6.63 — — 19 235
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The quantity of fecal nitrogen per 100 grams feed when the rat is  consuming 
a nitrogen free ration is  quite a constant fac to r , altho th is relationship seams 
to be affected  somewhat by extremes in the amount of feed consumed, as may be 
noted in the case of Rats 4 and 7, Period 6. Perhaps a more potent fac to r  in 
causing th is  fluctuation  is  the varying amount of f i l t e r  paper eatan, as found 
by M itchell (57) in an experiment in th is  'laboratory in which rats during one 
period had no access to f i l t e r  paper and during the other actually consumed some 
paper.
It i s  recognized that the calculation  of the metabolic nitrogen in the 
feces by the method described i s  subject to an error when applied to a variety 
of ration s. Were the content of crude fib er  in  a l l  rations the same as in the 
synthetic nitrogen free ration , the assumption that the metabolic nitrogen of 
the feces varies d irectly  with the amount of feed consu/ned would be v a lid , but 
with rations varying as widely in the percentage of crude fib e r  as the corn and 
a l f a l f a  ration s, the adoption of such an assumption evidently lead3 to an error 
of undetermined magnitude. However, the method of correcting the absorbed n itro­
gen and the nitrogen balance by the use of the factor for metabolic fe ca l n itro­
gen obtained on nitrogen free ration s, undoubtedly gives values nearer the truth 
than if  no such corrections were made, since the actual metabolic feca l nitrogen 
on the experimental rations containing protein was very probably greater per 100 
grams of food consumed than the facto rs used. In computing the amount of meta­
bolic feca l nitrogen shown in the ta b le s  that follow, the values for feca l n itro­
gen per 100 grams feed eaten in Period 1 in the case of each animal are applied 
to the data fo r the same animals in la te r  periods.”
1 These values, a 3 well a.s these for urinary nitrogen, when being used for 
these computations, were extended to one more decimal place than shown in Table 12
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If i t  i s  true, as seems probable from the meager data obtained, that tne 
endogenous metabolism of the rat becomes le s s  intense per unit of liv e  weignt 
as the animal approaches maturity, then in conducting investigations of the kind 
under consideration i t  would, no doubt, be advisable to introduce a metabolism 
period using a nitrogen free ration every s ix  or eigfrt weeks. With these data 
availab le  i t  would be possib le to make lin ear  corrections for any changes in 
the requirement of the basal metabolism. In the tables showing the u tiliz a t io n  
of the protein which follow, such corrections have not been attempted with the 
lim ited number of data a t hand, but should the data secured with Bats 1 and 4 
be used fo r such a purpose, i t  would n ecessitate  changes in the u tiliz a t io n  
coeffic ien ts given of net more than one to two per cent as a maximum,
PALATA3ILITY OF RATIONS. The re su lts  obtained in the six  metabolism periods 
during which nitrogenous rations were fed are summarized in Table 13.
From an inspection of the figures giving the amounts of feed consumed 
daily i t  i s  evident that a l l  rations containing cottonseed meal were readily 
consumed by the animals, a t te stin g  to the p a la tab ility  of th is feed, even when 
forming as much as 24 per cent of the ration . When corn was the sole source of 
protein in the ration the amounts of feed consumed were sm aller than with any 
other ration . Ground corn seems to be le s s  palatable to ra ts  than whole corn 
fo r  the la t te r  i s  usually eaten read ily . Perhaps another reason why le s s  of the 
corn ration was consumed than the a l f a l f a  ration , for example, is  that the com 
ration was much more d igestib le  and had a higher c a lo r ific  value so that le ss  
of i t  was required to supply the energy requirements. The ration in which cotton- 
meal and corn were combined was consumed in greater quantities than the corn 
ration but not so freely as the cottonseed meal ration. A lfa lfa  hay proved very 
palatab le , as a l l  rations of which i t  formed a part were readily eaten.
UTILIZATION OF PROTEINS, in the summary of resu lts shown in Table 13 two 
methods of calcu latin g  the u tiliza tio n  of the proteins fed are included for
TABLE1 13,
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Jtat Period Ration Aver. F eed Abso rbed Ab3o rbed Endogen­• Absorbed U tiliza ­
No. 1 ive con- nitrogen nit rogen ous n it­• N re­ tion of
wt. sumed retained rogen tained abso rbed
daily nitrogen
gnu gnu mg* mg. mg. pet. pet.
cotton-
1 2 + 3 seed meal 98 9.50 124.8 54.5 25.3 30 64
2 ft ft 109 3.62 10 7.1 38.2 30.4 19 64
3 ft ft 12 7 11.99 169.6 91.3 28.0 44 71
A.V 9 r. 111 10.04 133.3 61.3 2 7.3 31 66
1 4 + 5 cottonseed 114 10.33 125,9 52.9 30.6 26 67
2 f! meal +  al- 126 11.06 131. 7 53.1 35. 7 29 71
3 ft f a lfa  hay 159 15.63 135.0 39.5 33. 7 34 67
Aver. 133 12.52 14 7.5 66.8 33.3 29 63
cottonseed
2 6 + 7 meal+alf41- 136 9.32 124.3 45.6 33.2 21 63
3 ft fa  hay+con [186 14.01 173.0 72.5 39.4 27 65
Aver. 161 11.92 148. 7 59.0 38.8 24 64
4 2 + 3 "ore 118 7. 75 118.9 34.6 22.3 15 48
3 tt « 103 6.93 105.9 24. 7 2 7.1 8 49
6 tt 115 6.92 104.5 34.1 20.3 16 52
Aver. 114 7.22 109.8 31.1 23.4 13 49
4 4 + 5 cottonseed 129 9.81 141.4 59.5 24.9 30 60
5 ft meal +  corn 118 8.30 12 7.3 43.6 29.2 21 59
6 it ft 124 3.11 120.2 48.9 22.3 28 60
Aver. 124
tf•00 129.3 50. 7 25.5 26 60
5 6 +■ 7 cottonseed 139 10.90 136.9 49.3 34.9 18 62
6 «t meal-talf a t 141 11.20 145.8 64.8 25.1 28 61
Aver. f a  hay+ccrrr 140 11.05 141.9 5 7.1 30.0 23 61
7 2 4- 3 a l fa l f a 104 9.42 99.4 3 7.2 21.4 16 60
a tt hay 103 8.69 92.9 33. 7 20.0 11 58
9 tf tf 121 12.55 128.1 61.2 29.4 30 70
Ave r. 109 10.22 106.3 44.0 23.6 19 62
7 4 + 5 a l fa l f a 115 12.64 149.1 56.3 23.3 20 54
3 ft hay + 118 14.03 175.8 78.9 23.3 28 59
9 ft co rn 134 12.51 166.6 70.6 32. 7 29 62
Ave r. 122 13.08 163.8 63.8 2*.4 26 58
3 6 + 7 a lf alf a 142 11.31 152.6 65.0 2 7.0 26 61
9 ft hay+co m+ 154 13.06 184.0 76.1 38.0 29 62
Iftver. cottonseed 143 12.83 168.3 70.6 33.0 27 61
| meal
1 For both maintenance and growth.
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eomoarisou, altho for reasons discussed above, the secono meuhod, i*amely , v-*® 
u tiliza tio n  of the absorbed nitrogen for both maintenance and growth is  employed 
in the discussion here.
The u tiliz a t io n  of the nitrogen absorbed from a cottonseed meal ration con­
tain ing 10 per cent of crude protein was found to be 66 per cent, using the 
average re su lts  of s ix  metabolism periods with three r a t s .  The u tiliz a tio n  of 
the proteins of a l f a l f a  hay was found to be only s lig h tly  le ss  than that of cot­
tonseed meal, namely, 62 per cent.
fhen these two feeds were combined in such proportion that each furnished 
about an equal amount of d igestib le  protein to the ration, yery in terestin g  re­
su lt s  were secured, indicating a 3ligjit supplementary e ffec t of the proteins 
from these two sources. This e ffec t was not pronounced, the u tiliz a tio n  percent­
age being 2 per cent above that of cottonseed meal alone and 6 per cent above 
that of a l f a l f a  hay alone. I t  i s  noted that during the periods when the cotton­
seed m eal-alfa lfa  hay ration was fed, greater quantities of feed were consumed 
and larger amounts of nitrogen were absorbed than with either the cottonseed 
meal or a l f a l f a  hay rations alone, which may in some unknown way have operated 
in e ffec tin g  a more e ff ic ie n t u tiliz a t io n  of the nitrogen, altho the same con­
ditions hold true in the case of both groups of ra ts which received eith er the 
corn or the a l f a l f a  ration , during two periods and were then changed to rations 
containing proteins from both sources.
It  was found that the proteins of corn were u tilized  the .least e ff ic ie n tly
of those of the three feed in gstu ffs compared, ^hen corn was combined with cotton-
e l
see l meal or with a l f a l f a  hay the resu ltin g  u tiliza tio n  coeffic ien ts twndA toward 
a mean of the u tiliz a tio n  coeffic ien ts secured with these feedingstu ffs when fed 
alone, but were nearer that of the feed other than com . For example, the u t i l ­
ization  co effic ien ts found fo r  the corn and cottonseed meal rations were 49 per 
cent and 65 per cent, respectively , the mean of these two being 57*5 per cent,
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but the u tiliz a tio n  coeffic ien t found for the cottonseed meal-corn ration  was 
60 par cent. Possibly th is  represents a e l ic i t  supplementary re lation sh ip .
The re su lts  obtained with the ration in which cottonseed meal, corn and 
a l f a l f a  hay were combined were remarkably uniform, Of the twelve values ob­
tained with ra ts receiving th is ration during two metabolism periods each, the 
lowest value was 57 per cent and the highest 67 per cent, the average of a l l  be­
ing 63 per cent. The combination of the proteins from three d ifferen t sources 
fa ile d  to indicate any farther supplementary e ffe c t of the proteins.
The high nutritive value of the proteins of cottonseed meal manifested by 
these experiments i s  in su bstan tia l accord with the conclusions of Richardson 
and Green (13), Osborne and Mendel (.20,21,22,23) and McCollum and Simmonds (24). 
They do not seem to be in harmony with the findings of Hart and Humphrey (26) 
who studied the u tiliz a t io n  of the proteins of cottonseed meal for milk pro­
duction, but since growth and milk production are d issim ilar functions an abso­
lute comparison of the re su lts  of the two experiments is  not v a lid .
CORRELATION OF CHEMICAL COMPOSITION WITH NUTRITIVE VALUE. In seeking for 
an explanation ox the d ifferences in the n utritive value of the proteins of these 
feed in gstu ff3 based upon differences in th e ir  chemical makeup, i t  i s  evident 
f i r s t  of a l l  that th e ir  n utritive values do not vary so widely as the an aly tica l 
data at hand would in d icate . For example, the difference found between the u t i l ­
ization  of the proteins of cottonseed meal and a l f a l f a  hay was but 4 per cent, 
while from an examination of the data in Table 5 it  i s  apparent that cottonseed 
meal contains more than twice as much arginine nitrogen and nearly twice as 
much h istid in e  nitrogen as a l f a l f a  hay, while the la t te r  contains more than 
three times as much nonprotein nitrogen as the former.
Several theories may be advanced in explanation of th is apparent inconsis­
tency. In the f i r s t  place, a l f a l f a  hay i s  shown to have a lower d ig e s t ib ility  
than either cottonseed meal or corn. Tiiere is  no evidence to preclude the pos-
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s ib i l i ty  that the character of the nitrogen absorbed from a l f a l f a  hay d if fe r s  
q u alitative ly  from that remaining in the undigested residues. Judging from the 
ease with which tyrosine i s  s p l i t  off from proteins in try p tic  digestion in v itro , 
i t  i s  possib le  that the absorbed nitrogen contains a greater proportion of amino 
acids e sse n tia l to the body than the unabsorbed,port!on. Further, the sterochem- 
ic a l  arrangement of the amino acids in the protein molecule may a ffe c t  the extent 
to which the digestive enzymes are able to cause hydrolysis of the d ifferen t pro­
te in s. A second consideration is  the possible interchangeability of the various 
forms of nitrogen in nutrition , as already pointed out in the case of arginine 
and h istid in e . To what extent the nonprotein nitrogen of a l f a l f a  hay i s  u tilized  
in iaaintenance i s  problematical, but since there is  no reason to doubt that the 
degradation products of crude protein are able to sex*ve in th is capacity, i t  i s  
possible that a large part of the absorbed nonprotein nitrogen f u l f i l l s  some 
of the requirements of the animal body.
I t  i s  reasonable to assign  the higher content of the basic amdno acids of 
cottonseed meal as the reason for i t s  superiority  over the proteins of a l f a l f a  
and corn. In the case of the la s t  mentioned fee lin gstu ff, there i 3 the addition­
a l factor of a comparatively low lysine content to be considered, altho from the 
studies of Osborne and Mendel concerning the lysine requirements fo r  growth, 
as mentioned above, a lysine content of 2.2 per cent of the protein appears to 
be ample fo r normal growth.
In the absence of further information respecting the character of the mono­
amino acid and nonprotein nitrogen content of these feed in gstu ffs, a detailed  
picture of which the Van Slyks analysis does not include, correlations between 
the chemical composition and nutritive value of the proteins of feedin gstu ffs 
can proceed l i t t l e  beyohd the realm of the functions and relationsh ips of the 
basic amino acid s.
COMPARISON OF FEED CONSUMPTION WITH THAT OF FARM ANIMALS It was noted dun*
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ing the course of th is  investigation  that the ra ts  consumed an enormous amounts 
ot feed in proportion to th e ir  live  weights. In some few cases the amount of 
a ir  dry feed eaten daily was equivalent to as much as 10 or 11 per cent of the 
live weight. I t  seemed of in terest to compare the feed consumption of albino 
ra ts with that of farm animals. Such a comparison is  made in Table 14. The 
tabulations of horses and ca ttle  include in each case two entries of the same 
group of animals a t  d ifferen t ages and weights. It  is  known that the horses 
and c a t t le  were restric ted  in the amount of concentrates consumed but were offer*- 
ed roughage to p ractica lly  the lim it of th e ir  ap p etite s. Hence a comparison of 
the feed consumption of these animals with that of the f i r s t  group of ra ts , 
which were the ones concerned in th is in vestigation , i s  warranted, but the data 
aie  indicative only. Data fo r the amount of feed consumed by the swine, sheep 
and second group of ra ts  i s  not at hand.
I t  is  evident from tne data presented that the rat i s  a voracious eater, 
even when receiving rations comparable to thosa of farm animals, A rough ap­
proximation places the re lative  amounts of feed eaten by rats as about three 
times that of various breeds and c lasse s of farm animals, if  swine be excepted. 
The tact is  a lso  brought out, as has previously been noted by others, that the 
young animal consumes much more feed in proportion to liv e  weight than when 
older and heavier,
COTTONSEED MEAL PROBABLY NOT TOXIC TO ALBINO EATS. None of the rations 
containing cottonseed meal seemed to sxert any harmful influence upon the rats 
consuming i t .  Three of the animals received continuously for 7 weak*rations 
containing from 7.7 per cent to 23.9 per cent cottonseed meal with no evidence 
of toxic symptoms but remined in excellent nutritive condition. This obser­
vation i3 in agreement with those of Richardson and Green (18) and Qsborne and 
Mendel (23), as noted in the Introduction,
SUMMARY OF THE DISCUSSION OF THE NUTRITIVE VALUE OF THE PROTEINS. Evidence
TABLE 14.-
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COMPARISON OF FEED CONSUMPTION 
:S WITH THAT OF FARM ANIMALS
ALBINO
Species or Length Feeds in
rW1oo*25 Aver. Aver. Feed eaten
breed and of feed- ration animals age live daily per
c la ss  of ing fed vf eight 100 l b s .
animal period liv e  weight
days lays lb s . l b s .
Percheron f i l l ie s ^ 28 corn + oat 3 ■+ a lf  a l- 10 227 854 2 .2
fa  hay
tt tt 28 «! 10 583 1484 1 .8
2Hereford steers 35 corn + linsee l meal 4 ...... 978 2.5
+ clover hay
n it 28 fl 4 — 1466 1.5
3
Jersey h eifers 30 corn + bran+ linseec 4 365 472 2.9
o il  ®eal + a l f a l f a
hay
If t* 90 tt 4 730 839 1 ,8
3
Holstein h eifers 30 tt 4 365 656 2.4
ft tt 90 tt 4 730 1112 1 .8
4
S Vv i ns ............................................. 174 m m m 38 6 .0
it -B m m m m m m m m m m 495 mmmmmm 128 3.8
« - - - - - -  ------- -- 105 — ; 320 2.4
5Siieap «• m 45 2 .1
fi — 127 1 . 1 .
Albino ra ts 42 cottonseed m eal+ 9 129° 8.4?
♦ corn + a l f a l f a  hay
8 ♦ synthetic mixture ,71! 1 21 or mors 13 pet. protein 17 --- 175- 4.6
200°
i  From Bui. 192, 1 1 1 . Agr, Exp. S ta .
6 Proa Bui. 197, * " " " Data concerning "Fu ll-feed  lo t ."
3 From Hebr. Agr. Exp. S ta . Unpublished manuscript. Data concerning
"Heavy fed groups."
From Henry and Morrison, Feeds ani Feeding, 15th Ed. p. 569
5 Calculated from iata  of fe iske  as quoted by Armsby , The Nutrition of
Farm Animals, p. 432.
Grams
J Grams per 100 grams live  weight
c From Osborne and Mendel. Protein Minima fo r  Maintenance. <J. B io l.
Chem., 1915, x x ii, 241.
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i s  p ressate4 to show that metabolism experiments with the ra t as a subject can 
be carried out with a high degree of adcuracy.
Different methods of expressing the n utritive value of the proteins of 
feedingstuffe are discussed. The plan of employing the resu lts secured in a 
preliminary and fin a l metabolism period during which the animal receives a n itro­
gen free ration, for the calculation  of the percentage of the absorbed nitrogen 
u tilize d , is  favored. In comparing the nutritive value of the combined proteins 
of the feed in gstu ffs cottonseed meal, a l f a l f a  hay and corn, i t  was found that 
when one of these feeds furnished the sole source of protein in rations contain­
ing 10 per cent of crude protein, the u tiliza tio n  of the proteins fo r growth of 
albino rats was, in the order in which the feedin gstu ffs are named, 66 per cent, 
62 per cent and 49 per cen t,resp ectively .
When rations containing these feed in gstu ffs, combined in various ways, 
but with each feed furnishing an equal amount of d igestib le  protein, were fed, 
there was evident no clear cut supplementary e ffec t of the proteins of one feed 
upon another, except in the case of the combination cottonseed meal and a l f a l f a  
hay, which showed a sligh t e ffe c t .
No symptoms of to x ic ity  were noted as a resu lt of feeding rations containing 
cottonseed meal over a period of seven weeks.
then su itab le  rations are provided, the albino rat consumed an enormous 
amount of feed in proportion to i t s  live  weight.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1. A more comp eta and detailed , and a more accurate determination
of the amino acid content of the proteins of cottonseed meal has been obtain- 
than has previously been secured,
2. The increase in accuracy of the resu lts is  due, f i r s t ,  to the re­
moval of the nonprotein nitrogen before proceeding with the hydrolysis of the 
proteins; and secondly, to the reduction of the substances formed as a resu lt 
of the hydrolysis of the proteins.
3 . The sum of the basic amino acids was found to be about 0,5 per cent 
higher than values previously found for cottonseed meal,
4. Of the to ta l nitrogen origin ally  present in the sample, 98.75 per 
cent was accounted fo r by summation of the fraction s obtained at d ifferen t 
stages in the method of an a ly sis , a proportion greater than any previously 
reported.
5. The method of extraction employed was found to resu lt in the re­
moval of 99.5 per cent of the to ta l nitrogen of the feed in gstu ff.
6. Metabolism work with ra ts  can be carried out with a high degree of 
accuracy.
7. jn comparing the n utritive val.ue of the combined proteins of the
feed in gstu ffs cottonseed meal, a l f a l f a  hay and corn, i t  was found that when 
one of these feeds furnished the sole source of protein in rations contain­
ing 10 per cent of crude protein, the u tiliza tio n  of the protein fo r the 
growth of albino rats was, in the order in which the feedingstu ffs are named, 
66 per cent, 62 per cent and 49 per cent, respectively , computed according 
to the method of Thomas.
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8. then rations containing these feed in gstu ffs, combined in various 
ways, were fad, there was evident no clear cut supplementary e ffec t of the 
proteins of one feed upon another, except in the case of the combination 
cottonseed meal and a l f a l f a  hay, which showed a s lig h t e ffe c t .
S. No symptoms of tox ic ity  were noted as a re su lt of feeding rations 
containing cottonseed meal over a period of 7 weeks.
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V III. APPENDIX
In the an alytical work include! in the tab les below, each cubic centi­
meter of the standard acid used fo r nitrogen deteruinations was equivalent to 
0.0014 gram of nitrogen.
Each sample of cottonseed meal taken fo r an alysis weighed 15 grams and 
contained 1.0194 gratis of to ta l nitrogen.

TABLE 3 .- TOTAL NITROGEN IN THE ONE PER CENT TRICHLORACETIC ACID








f i l t r a t e
Nitrogen in f i l t r a t e  as percentage 
jf
Total nitrogen Feedingstuf f
cc. grama pet. pet.
Cl&fl 3.40 12 0.05712 5.603 0.3808
Cl Of 2 3.40 ft 0.05712 5.603 0.3808
CIGf 3 3.55 tt 0.05964 5.850 0.3976
C2&fl 3.35 tt 0.05628 5.520 0.3752
C2Gf2 3.45 1! 0.05796 5.685 0.3864
C2gl 3 3.40 tt 0.05712 5.603 0.3808
C3Gf 1 3.65 t! 0.06132 6.015 0.4088
C3Gf 2 3.55 t? 0.05964 5.850 0.3976
C3G£3 3.55 t! 0.05964 5.850 0.3976
C4Gf 1 3.42 tt 0.05746 5.636 0.3831
C4Gf 2 3.35 t! 0.05628 5.520 0.3752
C4Gf 3 3.30 tt 0.05544 5.438 0.3696
C5Gf 1 4.21 10 0.05894 5.781 0.3930
C5Gf 2 4.20 tt 0.05880 5.768 0.3920
C5Gf 3 3.05 tt 0.04270 4.188 0.2846
C6G-fl 4.09 tt 0.05726 5.617 0.3817
C6Gf 2 4.19 tt 0.05866 5.754 0.3911
C6Gf3 4.22 tt 0.05908 5.795 0.3940
C7Gf 1 4.31 ft 0.06034 5.919 0.4023
C7Gf 2 4,35 ft 0.06090 5.974 0.4060
C7Crf3 4.66 tt 0.06524 6.399 0.4350
CSGfl 4.45 ff 0.06230 6.111 0.4153
C8Gf2 5.48 tt 0.07672 7.525 0.5115
C SGrf £ 5.39 tt 0.0 7546 7.402 0.5031
TABLE 4 .-  TOTAL NITROGEN IN THE ONE PER CENT TRICHLORACETIC ACID 
EXTRACTS AFTER SECOND PRECIPITATION WITH COLLOIDAL IRON
Sample Acid neut- Volume Nitrogen in
----------------------------------- ------- j--------
Nitrogen in f i l t r a t e  as percentage of
No. ralized factor f i l t r a te
Total nitrogen Feedingstuff
cc. grams pet. pet.
CIGla 2.35 16 0.04816 4.724 0.3211
ClG2a 2.25 tt 0.05040 4.944 0.3360
ClGSa 2.35 n 0.05264 5.163 0.3509
C2Qla 2.10 it 0.04704 4,614 0.3136
C2G2a 2.25 ft 0.05040 4.944 0.3360
C2G3a 2.30 ff 0.05152 5.053 0.3435
p3G-la 2.30 tt 0.05152 5.053 0.3435









TABLE 5.- TOTAL NITROGEN IN INSOLUBLE RESIDUES AFTER TREAT­





Nitrogen in insoluble residues as percentage of
« 0 ,
Total nitrogen Feedingstuf f
r* /%V w • grams pet. pet.
ClFaR 1.60 0.002240 0.220 0.0150
C2F aR 1.90 0,002660 0.260 0.0177
CSFaR 2.20 0.003030 0.302 0.0205




4.99 0.005386 0.685 0.0465
C7FaR 5.24 0.007335 0.719 0.0489
SSFaR 4.29 0.006006 0.589 0.0400
TABLE 6 .- INSOLUBLE HUMIN NITROGEN
Sample Acid neat- Insoluble humin Insoluble humin nitrogen aa percentage of
No. ■n | -«t nitrogenr^ii26(i
Total Nitrogen Feedingstuff
cc. grama pet. pet.
CILa 18.95 0.025530 2.609 0.1769
C & La 19.00 0.026600 2.609 0.1773
C3La 18.15 0.025410 2.492 0.1694
C4La 19.10 0.026740 2.523 0.1783
C5La 21.71 0.030394 2.981 0.2026
C6La 21.34 0.029876 2.930 0.1991
C7La 20.12 0.028168 2.763 0.1878
C8La 20.19 0.028266 2.772 0.1884







Acid amide nitrogen as percentage of
Total nitrogen Feedingstuf f
cc. grams pet. pet.
CILb 68.85 0.09639 9.455 0.6426
C2Lb 70.55 0.09877 9.689 0.6585
C3Lb 72.30 0.10122 9.929 0.6743
C4Lb 64.75 0.09055 9.892 0.6043
C5Lb 67.35 0.0S42S 9.249 0.6286
C6Lb 67.85 0.094S9 S .318 0.6333
C7Lb 55.55 0.09177 3.002 0.6118
C8Lb 71.10 0.09954 9.764 0.6635







Soluble humin nitrogen as percentage of
Total nitrogen Feedingstuf f
cc. grafts pet. pet.
CILc 25.21 0.035394 3.452 0.2352
C2Lc 37.26 0.052164 5.117 0.3478
C3Lc 3S.75 0.055650 5.459 0.3710
C4Lc 32.60 0.045640 4.477 0.3043
C5Lc 17.59 0.024626 2.415 0.1641
C6Lc 19.30 0.027020 2.650 0.1801
C7Lc 17.00 0.023800 2.334 0.1586
C8Lc 20.00 0.028000 2.746 0.1866









Humin nitrogen as percentage of
Total nitrogen Feedingstuf f
cc. grams pet. pet.
C1M1PT 7.00 2 .5 0.024500 2.403 0.1633
C1M2PT 6.25 t! 0.021875 2.145 0.1458
C2M1PT 5.95 ft 0.020825 2.042 0,1388
C2M2PT 3.15 « 0.011025 1.081 0.0735
C3M1PT 5.44 ft 0.019040 1.867 0.1269
C3M2PT 4.22 It 0.014770 1.448 0.0985
C4M1PT 8.77 ft 0.030695 3.011 0.2046
C4M2PT 8.96 ft 0.031360 3.076 0.2051
C5M1PT 4 .48 2 0.012544 1.230 0.0836
C5M2PT 4 .20 rt 0.011760 1.153 0.0784
C6M1PT 3.72 tt 0.010416 1.021 0.0694
C6M2PT 3.70 « 0.010360 1.016 0.0691
C7M1PT 2.98 tt 0.008344 0.818 0.0556
C7M2PT 2.64 tt 9.007392 0.725 0.0493
C8M1PT 5.04 it 0.014112 1.384 0.0941
C3M2PT 4.89 n 0.013692 1.343 0.0913








in amyl alcohol- 
ether in entire 
sample.
Amyl-alcohol-ether soluble nitrogen 
as percentage of
Total nitrogen Fee din gat uff
cc . grama pet. O •
01M1A-E 2.64 2.5 0.009240 0.906 0.0616
31M2A-E 3.04 n 0.010640 1.043 0.0709
02M1A-E 2.14 it 0.007490 . 0.734 0.0499
G2M2A-E 3.14 ii 0.010SS0 1.078 0.0733
3̂M1A-E 1.79 1! 0.006265 0.614 0.0413
C3M2A-E 2.80 ft 0.009800 0.961 0.0653
C4M1A-E 2,45 ft 0.003575 0.841 0.0572
C4M2A-E 4.16 11 0.014550 1.428 0.0971
C5M1A-E 2.35 2 0.006580 0.645 0.0439
C5M2A-E 2.68 it 0.007504 0.736 0,0500
C6M1A-E 2.34 tt 0.006552 0.642 0.0437
C6M2A-E 3.34 ii 0.003952 0.917 0.0623
C7M1A-E 3.62 it 0.010136 0,994 0.0676
C7M2A-E 3.85 11 0.010780 1.057 0.0719
C8M1A-E 3.82 ii 0.010696 1.049 0.0713
CSMIa-E 3.96 it 0,011083 1.087 0.0739










Nitrogen in residua as percentage of
Total nitrogen Feedingstuff
cc. grams p e t . pet.
C1M1BR 0.80 2.5 0.002100 0.206 0.0140
C1M2BR 0.50 it 0.002100 0.206 0.0140
C2M1BR 0,30 it 0.001050 0.103 0.0070
82M2BR 0.95 tt 0,003325 0.326 0.0222
C3M1BR 0.70 « 0.002450 0.240 0.0163
C3M2BR 0.53 tt 0.002030 0.200 0.0136
C4M1BR 0.71 tt 0.002485 0.243 0.0165
C4M2BR 0.72 it 0.002520 0.247 0.0168
C5M1BR 0.93 2 0,002604 0.255 0.0173
C5M2BR 2 .IS n 0.006132 0.601 0.0409
C6M1BR 1.52 it 0.004536 0.445 0.0302
C6M2BR 1.15 tt 0.003220 0.315 0.0215
C7M1BR 0.25 tt 0,000700 0.058 0.0047
C7M2BR 0.45 it 0.001260 0.124 0.0084
C8M1BR 0.55 it 0.001540 0.151 0.0103
C8M2BR 0.42 tt 0.001176 0.115 0.0078
TABLE 1 2 .-  NITROGEN IN RESIDUE FILTERED FROM SOLUTION OF FILTRATE FROM
BASES
Sample Acid neut- Volume Nitrogen in Nitrogen in residue as percentage of
No, railzed factor residue of
entire sample Total nitrogen Feedingstuff
cc. grama pet. pet.
C1M1FR 0.05 2 .5 0.000175 0.017 0.0012
C1M2FR 0.15 1! 0.000560 0.055 0.0037
C2M1FR 0 .08 n 0.000230 0.02 7 0.0019
C2M2FR 0.15 tt 0.000525 0.051 0.0035
C3M1FR 0.23 1! 0.000805 0.079 0.0054
C3M2FR 0..3S f? 0.001355 0.133 0.0091
C4M1FR Lost 1»
C4M2FR 0.38 it 0.001330 0.130 0.0089
C5M1FR 0.79 2 0.002212 0.217 0.0147
C5M2FR 0.30 « 0.000840 0.082 0.0056
C5M1FR 0.35 tt 0.000980 0.096 0.0065
C6M2FR 0 .35 it 0.000980 0.096 0.0065
C7M1FR 0.20 tt 0.000560 0.054 0.003 7
C 7M2FR 0 .28 n 0.000784 0.076 0.0052
CSM1FR 0.20 it 0.000560 0.054 0.0037
C8M2FR 0.30 u 0.000840 0.082 0.0056
TABLE 13.- ARGININE NITROGEN1
a b c d e f ___  &__
Sample Acid Vol- Vol- Vol- Vol- Uncorrectel Corrected Arginine nitrogen as
No. neut- ume ume ume ume arginine arginine percentage of
ra liz - af ter taken so l. taken nitrogen N in en­
ed concen- for of f or in so l . of t ir e Total U Feed
tra- pptn. bases det 'n bases sample
tion
cc. CC , CC . CC . cc. grams grams pet. pet.
CIMIBa 12.55 250 100 50 25 0.07252 0.13930 18.569 1.2620
ClM28a 13.10 tt tt It ft 0.07736 0.19140 18.775 1.2760
C2MlBa 13.25 It tt tt tt 0.07420 0.19350 18.981 1.2S00
C2M2Ba 13.35 tt tt tt It 0.074 76 0.194S0 19.119 1.2593
C3MlBa 12.75 If It It tt 0.0714Q 0.18650 18.295 1.2433
C3M2Ba 13.00 II tt tt tt 0.07280 0.19000 18.638 1.2666
C4MlBa 13.33 tf tt tt It 0.07493 0.19532 19.160 1.3021
C4M2Ba 12.27 II ft tt It 0.06871 0.17978 17.635 1.1985
C5MlBa 16.45 200 tt ft tt 0.09212 0.19064 18.701 1.2709
C5M2Ba 14.30 it tt tt tt 0.08003 0.16656 16.339 1.1104
C6MlBa 17.25 t! tt tt tt 0.09660 0.19950 19.580 1.3306
c6M2Ba 17.00 It tt II tt 0.0S520 0.19630 19.305 1.3120
C7MlBa 15.75 tt tf ft tt 0.03820 0.18280 17.932 1.2186
C7M2Ba 15.85 II tt tt tt 0.03875 0.18392 18.041 1.2251
CSMIBa 17.45 It fl It tt 0.09772 0.20184 19.799 1.3456
C8M2Ba 18.00 tt rt ft It 0.10080 0.20800 20.404 1.3866
1 Mathcd of calculation
1. a x 2 x 0.0014 x —i_  = e
f
,
2. (f v- 0.0032) x ~lL_ g c
TABLE 14.- AMIHO HITBOGEH OF THE BASES1
Sample
No.
a b c d e f cr9 h i 3

























amino N in 





sample Total N Feed
cc. mm. cc. cc. cc . cc. cc. g r a m s grams pet. pet.
ClHIBal 7.90 2 S . 0 747.0 0.34 250 1 0 0 50 5 0.040313? 0.1137842 11.161 0.7582
ClMlBa2 8.30 25,0 752.7 0.44 n tt tt tt 0,0431926 0.1209816 1 1 . 8 6 8 0.8065
ClM2Bal 8.51 29.0 747.0 0.34 tt n tt n 0.043 56 6 5 0.1219163 11.959 0.8128
ClM2Ba2 8 . 2 0 23.0 752.7 0.44 n tt « tt 0.043069S 0.1206748 11.837 0.8045
C2MlEa 7.75 27.0 74 7.0 0.34 tt tt « tt 0.0399584 0.1128960 11.074 0.7526
C2M2Ba 7.40 27.0 747.0 0.34 tt tt tt tt 0.0380711 0.1081776 10.611 0.7212
CSMIBa 8.15 23.0 745.2 0.38 tt tt n tt 0.0426884' 0,1197209 11.744 0,7981
C3M<;Ba 8.30 25.5 745.2 0.38 tt tt tt tt 0.0429580 0.1203950 11.810 0.8026
C4MlBa 8.85 23.5 745.2 0.38 tt tt tt tt 0.0464283 0,1290700 12.661 0.8605
C4M2Ba 8.80 24.0 745.2 0.38 tt n it ti 0.0460489 0.1281220 12.558 0.8541
CSMIBa 9.45 23.0 740.3 0.42 2 0 0 tt tt 4 0.0615987 0.1335970 13.105 0.8906
C5M2Bal 8.80 22.5 740.3 0.42 it tt tt tt 0.0573218 0.1250430 12.266 0.8336
C5M2Ba2 9.05 23,0 740.3 0.42 tt n n tt 0.0588700 0.1281400 12.570 0.8543
C6MlBa 9.20 £ c , 0 740.3 0.42 tt tt ti tt 0.0602225 0.1308450 12.835 0.8723
C6M2Ba 9.35 2 2 . 0 740.3 0.42 tt tt « tt 0.C612514 0.1329020 13.03 7 0.8860
C7MlBa 8.65 22.5 73 7.0 0.51 tt tt « tt 0.0554283 0.1212560 11.894 0.8084
C7M2Ba 8.70 22,5 737.0 0.51 tt ti tt tt 0.0557587 0.1219370 11.951 0.8129
CSMIBa 8.85 22.5 737.0 0.51 tt tt tt n 0.0635995 0.1375990 13.498 0.9173
C8M2Ba 9.40 22.5 742.4 0.51 tt tt t! ft 0.0609854 . 0.1323700 12,985 0.8825
Method of calculation
1 , [[(a - d) x the wei^rt of 1  cc. of nitrogen at the
temperature given in  (b) and pressure in  (e) r  lOOOj
x -J2L r  i  
h
2. ( i  -t- 0.0052) x  9  j
TABLE 15.- TOTAL NITROGEN OF THE' BASES
Sample
No,
a b C d 0 f O’





















to ta l N in 
so l .  of
bases
Corrected 
to ta l N 
in entire
sample Total H Feed
cc. CC • CC . CC. CC . grams grains pet. pet.
CIMIBcl 7.87 250 100 50 5 0.11018 0.30070 29.4S7 2.0046
ClM2Bcl 7.79 tt it tt t» 0.10906 0.29790 29.223 1.986C
C2MlBcl 7.74 ii ti 11 ti 0.10836 0.29615 29.051 1.9743
C2M2Bcl 7 .SI it tr 1 it 0.11074 0.30210 29.635 2.0140
C3MlBcl 8.24 it u tt it 0.11536 0.31365 30.768 2.091C
C3M2Ecl 8.17 n ti It tt 0.11438 0.31120 30.527 2.0746
C4MlBcl 8.40 tt « ft 1! 0.11760 0.31925 31.317 2.1283
C4M2Bcl 8.35 it it It t! 0.11690 0.31750 31.145 2.1166
C5MlBcl 10.85 200 1 ft 11 0.15190 0.32404 31,783 2.1603
C5M2Bcl 10.73 n If ti If 0.15022 0.32064 31.453 2.1376
CbMIBcl 10.89 ft If it It 0.15246 0.32512 31.893 2.1675
C6M2Bcl 10.79 tt 11 1 ft 0.15106 0.32232 31.618 2.1488
C7MlBcl 10.84 tt tt ft It 0.15176 0.32372 31.755 2.1581
C7M2Bcl 10.76 it ft tt It 0.15064 0.32148 31.536 2.1432
CBMIBcl 10.97 f! 1 t1 tt 0.15358 0.3 2 736 32.113 £.1824
C8M2Bcl 11.34 ft It tt ft 0.15876 0.33772 33.129 2.2515
Method of calculation
1. a x  0.0014 x -4- r  f
6
2. (f + 0.0101) X - L .  -
rs
TABLE 16.- CYST DIE NITBOGEN1
Sample
No.
a b c d e f p:_______ h





























sample Total N Feed
grams cc. cc. cc. cc. cc. grams grams pc t . p e t .
C1M1+2B 0.0076 0.0032 250 1 0 0 50 1 0 0.00132020 0.0098004S 0.961 0.0653
C2M1B 0.0057 0.0032 ti n it « 0.00075011 0.00837527 0.831 0.0553
C2M2B 0.0079 0.0032 ii «t it it 0.00141021 0.01002550 0.S83 0.0668
C3M1B 0.0062 0.0008 ii n ti « 0.00162024 0.010 55060 1.035 0.0703
C3M2B 0.0071 0.0003 ii n it it 0.00189028 0.01122570 1 . 1 0 1 0.0743
C4M1B 0.0096 0.0008 it ii ti it 0.00264039 0,01310100 1.285 0.0873
C4M2B 0.0052 0,0008 it it n n 0.00132020 0.00980050 0.961 0.0653
C5M1B 0.0113 0 . 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 it n it 0.00276041 0.01072080 1.051 0.0715
C5M2B ’ ‘
C6M1B 0.0098 0 . 0 0 2 1 n ii n it 0.00231034 0.00982070 0.963 0.0655
C6M2B 0.0093 0 . 0 0 2 1 ii n ti it 0.00216032 0.00952064 0.933 0.0635
C7M1B 0.0042 0 . 0 0 1 1 it it n n 0.000S3014 10.00706028 0.692 0.0471
C 7I»12B 0.0047 0 . 0 0 1 1 ii n tt it 0.00108016 0.00736032 0.722 0,0491
C8M1B 0.0062 0 . 0 0 1 1 n IT it tt 0.00153023 0.00326046 0.810 0.0551
C8M2B 0.0052 0 . 0 0 1 1 tt n it tt 0.0012S018 0.00766036 0.751 0.0511
Method of calcu lation







TAELE 17.- TOTAL NITROGEN IN THE FILTRATE FROM THE BASES
a *b C d 8 f £TO
Total N in 
from bases 
cent&ge of


























d e t1n .
Uncorrected 





t ir e  
sample
Total N Feed
cc , 00, CC • CC* CO, grams grams pet. pet.
CIMIFal 43.64 250 100 150 50 0.133288 0.432970 42.473 2.8865
CIMIFaS 43.84 »l tt tt If 0.184128 0.43 5070 42.679 2.9005
01M2Fa l 45.42 !1 tt tt tf 0.190764 0.451650 44.306 3.0111
ClM2Fa2 44.63 tt tt tt ft 0.187698 0.443 995 43.554 2.9600
C2M1F»1 44.63 !! tt tt tt 0.187698 0.443SS5 43.554 2.9600
C2MlFa2 44.69 It ft It ft 0.187698 0.443995 43.554 2.9600
C2M2F&1 4 5.54 It tt tt tt 0.191268 0.452920 44.430 3.0195
C2M2Fa2 45.46 It tt tt It 0.190932 0.452080 44.347 3.0139
C3MlFal 41.57 If tt tf ft 0.174594 0.411235 40.340 2.7415
C3MlFa2 43.83 tt tt tt ft 0.134086 0.434965 42.668 2.8998
C3M2Fal 41.24 It It 11 tt 0.173208 0.407770 40.001 2.7135
C4MlFal L 0 3 t ------ -----—. — — -------
C4M2Fal 40.31 tt u tt ft 0.169302 0.398005 39.043 2.6534
C4M2pa2 42.15 1! tt tf tt 0.177030 0.417325 40.938 2.7822
C 5MlFal 56.27 200 tt tt tt 0.236334 0.452468 44.385 3.0165
C5MlFa2 56.41 tt I! tt ft 0.236922 0.453664 44.501 3.0243
C5M2Fal 56.6S tt tf tt ft 0.238098 0.455996 44.731 3.0400
C5M2Fa2 55.24 t» If ft It 0.239148 0.45S096 44.937 3.0539
C6MlFal 56.24 tt 1! tf If 0.236208 0.452216 44.361 3.0148
C6MlFa2 55.76 tt ft tt *1 0.234192 0.448184 43.965 2.9878
C6M2Fal 56.01 tt ft t! tt 0.235242 0.450284 44.171 3.0019
C6M2Fa2 56.12 tt ft t! tt 0.235704 0.451208 44.262 3.0081
C7MlFal 20.04 tt tt 200 85 0.224448 0.428696 ~i2. -j 5 o 2.8579
C7MlFa2 20.09 it ft tt tt 0.225008 0.429816 42.163 2.8654
C7MlFa3 19.39 tt t! it tt 0.223888 0.427576 41.943 2.8505
C7M2Fal 20.23 it tf t! it 0.227248 0.434296 4 c. 603 2.3953
C7M2Fa2 20.29 tt tf 1! tt 0.227248 0.434296 42.603 2.8953
C7M2Fa3 20.19 tt It t! t? 0.226128 0.432056 42.333 2.8804
C 8MlFal 21.94 it tf II tt 0.245728 0.471256 46.228 3.1417
C 8MiFa2 21.94 n tt »t tt 0.24 5728 0.471256 46.228 3.1417
CSMIFaS 21.79 tt T! tt tt 0.244048 0.467896 45.899 3.1123
CfiM2Fal 22.72 n ft tt tt 0.254464 0.488 728 47.942 3.2582
C3M2Fa2 22.44 tt ft tt tt 0.251328 0.4824 56 47.327 3.2164
C8M2F&3 22.74 tt ft ft tt 0.254688 0.489176 47.986 3.2612
* Method of calculation
1. a x  0.0014 x —— s  fe
2 . (f - 0.0101) x -L . - g
C




a b c d 9 --- f------ g E I 3























d e t1 n .
Uncorrected
amino N in 
f i l t r a t e  from 




sample Total N Feed
cc . mm. cc . cc. cc. cc. cc. grams grams pet. pet.
CIMlFbl 20. SO 28.0 746,1 0.35 250 1 0 0 150 1 0 0 . 1 6 2 6 8 0 8 0.3937021 38.620 2.624
ClMlFb2 20.50 23.0 746.1 0.35 it n n « 0.1618775 0.3016938 38.424 2.611
CiMlFbS 20.45 24.0 738.7 0.53 it ti it n 0.1619571 0.3918926 38.443 2.612
ClM2Fbl 21.90 24.0 738,7 0.53 n it n u 0.173 7461 0.4213652 41.334 2.809
ClM2Fb2 21,90 24.0 738.7 0.53 it it « n 0.1737461 0,4213652 41.334 2.809
ClM2Fb3 2 2 , 0 0 23.0 733.7 0.53 11 Tt i i tt 0.1753643 0.4254106 41.731 2.836
C2MlFbl 20.80 £3.5 738.7 0.53 II 11 ti 1! 0.1651827 0.3999569 39.234 2 . 6 6 6
C2MlFb2 20.95 23.5 738.7 0.53 It ti ti tt 0.1664051 0.4030128 39.534 2 . 6 8 6
C2MlFb3 ___ . . . . . «...
C2MlFb4 20.50 2 2 . 0 752.7 0.31 II It « tt 0.1689978 0,4094946 40.170 2.730
C2H2Fbl 21,40 2 2 . 0 738.5 0.30 n tl tt 11 0.1732442 0.4201105 41.211 2.800
C2M2Fb2 21.60 22,5 738.5 0.30 1! II it tt 0.1744070 0.4230176 41.496 2.820
C2K2Fb3 21.40 24.0 752.7 0.31 II II it 11 0.174 7912 0.4233782 41.590 2.826
C3MlFbl 20.30 24.5 74 8.2 0,23 II If n tt 0.1648700 0.3991750 39.157 2.661
C3MlFb2 20.40 24.5 748.2 0.23 It II n t l 0.1656910 0.4012287 39.359 2.675
C3MlFb3 2 0 . 2 0 24.5 748.2 0.23 II If ii If 0,1640480 0.3971210 38.956 2.647
C3M2Fbl 19.90 23,5 749.5 0.23 II If n II 0.1626830 0.3 S3 7070 38.621 2.624
C3M2Fb2 15.90 24.5 749.5 0.23 It It it 11 0.1518710 0.3916790 38.422 2.611
C3M2Fb3 20.15 26.0 749.5 0,23 If It IT II 0.1625840 0.3934610 38.597 2.623
C4M2Fbl 2 0 . 2 0 22.5 749.5 0 . 2 0 It tt t l tt 0.1662370 0.4025930 3 9.493 2,684
C4M2Fb2 20.50 23.0 749.5 0 . 2 0 II 11 tt II 0.1682740 0.4076850 39.992 2.718
C4M2Fb3 20.55 23.5 749.5 0 . 2 0 II ti f l It 0.1683070 0.4077680 40.000 2.718
C5MlFbl 26.20 21.5 750.1 0.29 2CC 11 It IT 0.2167010 0.4230030 41.495 2.820C5MlFb2 26.40 21.5 750*1 0.29 it ti It tt 0.2183740 0.4263480 41.823 2.842C5M2Fbl 27,30 2 1 . 0 750.1 0.29 t i 11 II n 0.2265090 0.4426180 43.419 2.S50C5M2Fb2 26.10 21.5 750.1 0.29 H tt 1! it 0.2158650 0.4213300 41.331 2.809
C5M2Fb3 26.60 21.5 750.1 0.29 n tt tt t i 0.2200460 0.4296930 42.151 2.864C5M2Fb4 26.80 23,0 750.1 0.29 t i It tt tt 0.2199300 0.4294600 42.128 2.863C6MlFbl 26.20 21.5 750.1 0.29 t i It It tt 0.3167010 0.4230030 41.495 2,820
C6MlFb2 26.40 21.5 750.1 0.29 it It II tt 0.2183740 0.4263480 41,323 2.842
C6M2Fbl 26.70 2 2 . 0 750.1 0.29 t! It It t i 0.2202890 0,4301780 42.199 2.867
C6M2Fb2 26.70 22.5 750.1 0.29 It It II it 0.2196940 0.4283890 42.082 2.859
C7MlFbl 19.00 2 1 . 0 742.3 0,37 It 11 2 ,0 0 it 0.2059450 0.4014300 39.384 2.676
C7MlFb2 1 8 . 8 0 20.5 742.3 0.37 II II it 1! 0 .2w4*£ 870 0,3 981 740 39.059 2.654
C7MlFb3 18.80 2 1 . 0 742.3 0.37 It t i ii 11 0.2037340 0.397Q680 38.951 2.547
C?M2Fbl 18.90 2 1 . 0 742.3 0.37 1? If- it II 0.204 83 9 0 0.3992790 39.168 2.662
C7M2Fb2 19.00 2 1 . 0 742.3 0.37 II t l t i II 0.20 59450 0.4014900 39,384 2.676
C8 MlFbl 20.60 20.5 742.3 0.37 n II it 11 0.2242390 0.4380780 42.974 2.920
C8MlFb2 20.70 2 1 . 0 742 .3 0.37 t i n t i It 0.2247370 0.4390750 43.072 2.927
C8M2Fbl 2 1 . 1 0 2 1 . 0 742.3 0.37 it it tt tl 0,2291590 0.4479190 43.939 2,986
C8M2Fb2 2 1 . 1 0 2 1 . 0 742.3 0.37 t i tt n II 0.2291590 0.4479190 43.939 2.986
Method of calculation
1 . £ (a  - d) x the v;eight of 1  cc. of nitrogen at the temp­
erature given in (b) and the pressure in (e) +  1 0 0 0 J
TABLE 19.- CALCULATION OF HI ST HOE
iNITROGEN
a b C d e f
Sample Uncorrected nitrogen of the bases in Volume Corrected H istidine
Ho. portion taken for precip itation . factor h istid in e N as percent-U i n Art-* A Of® O f
Total Amino N Arginine N H istidine N





grams grams grams grams gram3 pet. pet
C1M1 0.11018 0.041 7531 0.07252 0.0210550 2.5 0.0621375 6.095 0.4142
C1M2 0.10906 0.0433132 0.07336 0.0160330 n 6.0497070 4.376 0.3314
C2M1 0.10835 0.0399584 0.07420 0.0191274 ii 0.0573185 5.622 0.3821
C2M2 0.11074 0,0380711 0.07476 0.0248984 if 0.0717460 7.038 0.4783
C3M1 0.11536 0.0426883 0.07140 0.0336825 « 0.0812052 7.966 0.5414
C3M2 0.11433 0.0429580 0.07230 0.0252330 H 0.0725825 7.120 0.4339
C4M1 0.11760 0.0464283 0.07493 0.0224540 II 0.0656600 6.441 0.4377
C4M2 0.11690 0.046043S 0.06371 0.0389755 It 0.08133 8 7 3.033 0.5462
C5M1 0.15130 0.0615987 0,09212 0.0313169 2 0.0712339 6.987 0.4 749
C5M2 0.15022 0.0530959 0.03008 0.0430961 ti 0.103 79 2 3 10.181 0.6919
C5M1 0.15246 0,0602225 0.09660 0.0296812 it 0.0669625 5.568 0.4454
C6M2 0.15106 0.0612514 0.09520 0.0276129 u 0.0628258 6.163 0.4138
C7M1 0.15175 0.0 5 542 33 0.03820 0.0452725 !? 0.0981451 9.627 0.6543
C7IvI2 0.15064 0.0557687 0.03876 0.0424519 n 0.0925039 3.074 0.6167
C8M1 0.15358 0.0635995 0.09772 0.02 50 3 5 7 » 0.0576715 5.657 0.3845
C8M2 0.15876 0.0609854 0.10080 0.0332619 tr 0.0741338 7.271 0.4942
 ̂ Method of calculation
1. 1.5 ( a - b) -  1.125 = d
2. (d + 0.0038) x e — f
TABLE 20.- CALCULATION OF LYSIHE SITBOGFlft-
a 1 c d £ f <ro
Sample
H°*
Uncorrected nitrogen of the 6ase3 in 

























grams grams grams grams grams grams p e t . pet.
ClMl 0.11018 0.07252 0.00132020 0.0210550 0.0152848 2.5 0.0394620 3.871 0.2631
C1M2 0.10906 0.07336 0.00132020 0.0160830 0.0132963 it 0.0469920 4.60S 0.3133
C2M1 0.10836 0.07420 0.00075011 0.01912 74 0.0142325 it 0.0359563 3.625 0.2464
C2M2 0.11074 0.07476 0.00141021 0.0248934 0.0096714 it 0.0254234 2.494 0.1695
C3M1 0.11536 0.07140 0.00162020 0.0286825 0.0136573 it 0.0353932 3.472 0.2360
C3M2 0.11433 0.07280 0.00189028 0.0252330 0.0144568 u 0.0373920 3.668 0.2493
C4M1 0.11760 0.07493 0.00264039 0.0224640 0.0175676 h 0.0451690 4.430 0.3011
C4M2 0.11690 0.05871 0.00132020 0.0289755 0.0178923 Tt 0.0459308 4.510 0.3065
C5M1 0.15190 0.09212 0.00275041 0.0318169 0.0252027 3 0.0514054 5.042 0.3427
C5M2 0.15022 0.08008 0.00275041 0.0430961 0.0192835 tt 0.0395670 3.831 0.2633
C6M1 0.15246 0 .OS 660 0.00231034 0.0296812 0.0238684 tt 0.048736S 4.780 0.3249
06M2 0.15106 0 .OS 520 0.00215032 0.0276129 0.0260867 tt 0.0531735 5.216 0.3545
C7M1 0.15176 0.03820 0.00093014 0.0452 725 0.0173573 n 0.0357147 3.503 0.2381
C7M2 0.15064 0.03876 0.00108016 0.0424519 0.0133479 it 0.0376958 3.697 0.2513
C8M1 0.15353 0.09772 0.00153023 0.02 503 5 7 0.02S2940 n 0.0595391 5.845 0.3972
CSM2 0.15876 0.10080 0.00213018 0.0332519 0.0234679 it 0.0479358 4.702 0.3196
1 Method of calculation
1. a - (b + c + d) = e
2. (a + 0.0005) x f * g
TABLE 21.- SON-AMINO NITROGEN IN THE FILTRATE FROM THE BASES1
Sample
No.
a b c d a
Non-amino N as per­
centage of
Uncorrected nitrogen in the f i l ­
tra te  from the bases in portion 











Total N Amino N Non-amino N
grams graffi3 grams grams pet. pet.
C1M1 0.183708 0.1621717 0.021536 2.5 0.041591 4.079 0.2773
C1M2 0.189231 0.1742355 0.014946 f! 0.025114 2.463 0.1674
C2M1 0.187698 0.1568513 0.020835 I t 0.039341 3.908 0.2656
c2m2 0.191100 0.1741475 0.016953 I t 0.030131 2,955 0.2009
C3M1 0.197345 0.1648690 0.014475 I t 0.023940 2.348 0.1596
r3M2 0.173208 0.1623790 0.010829 I t 0.014323 1.4 54 0.0933
C4M1 0.173158 0.1676050 0.005562 1! 0.001655 0.161 0.0110
C4M2 0.173165 0.1676060 0.005560 tt 0.001655 0.161 0.0110
C5M1 0.235628 0.2175370 0.019091 8 0.028332 2.784 0.1892
C5M2 0.238623 0.2205870 0.018036 i t 0.026272 2.577 0.1751
C6M1 0.235200 0.2 1 753 70 0.017563 it 0.025526 2.504 0.1702
CoM2 0.235473 0.2199910 0.015482 tt 0.021154 2.076 0.1411
C7M1 0.224448 0 ;2046550 0.019733 t t 0.029786 2.921 0.1986
C7M2 0.226874 0.2053920 0.021482 it 0.033154 3.253 0.2211
C8M1 0.245168 0.2244330 0.020580 tt 0.031560 3.095 0.2104
C8M2 0.2534S3 0.2291590 0.024334 it 0.038868 3.812 0.2591
Method of calculation
1. a — b 2 c
2. (c - 0.004S) x d — e
































,ei N re-1 
tained s




Absorb- Digesit ib ility
ed N re­
tained
Or i i  nary 




m - gm. gm. mg. mg. mg. mg. mg. mg. pet. pet. pet. pet.
1 2 cottonseed S2 103 S.52 156.7 71.8 62.2 24.1 24.4 56.8 63 31 63 77
meal 40.8 64 2 1 59 74
2 2 « 104 113 8 . 6 6 151.6 70.7 62.2 2 2 . 1 30.4 88.5 71 44 56 71
3 2 it 1 2 1 133 11.51 201.4 74.3 68.3 29.7 26.8 65 32 63 74
Aver.
; 52.1 65 29 58 73
1 3 ti 103 109 9.48 165.8 6 8 . 8 68.9 24.0 26.1 35.6 64 17 54 69
2 3 it 113 118 8.57 149.9 67.0 6 S . 2 21.9 30.4 94.1 70 43 6 6 81
3 3 o 133 144 12.47 218.1 82.2 74.1 32.3 29.2 6 6 30 59 74
Aver.
48.0 67 24 47 62
1 4 cottonseed 109 113 10.60 189.8 58.6 1 0 0 . 1 26.9 29.7 59.7 76 38 53 67
2 4 meal + a l f a l ­ 118 129 11.39 203.9 67.2 96.1 29.1 34.5 31.7 6 6 32 50 65
3 4 fa  hay 14 5 160 14.91 267.0 91.6 132.4 38.7 32.2 70 31 50 65
Aver.
57.7 6 6 28 54 6 8
1 5 it 113 1 2 1 11.06 198.0 77.4 90.9 28.0 31.4 45.5 6 6 19 52 6 6
2 5 ft 129 133 10.73 192.1 80.0 93.0 27.4 36.7 97.3 67 35 53 67
3 5 it 150 173 16.45 294.5 99.3 140.6 42.7 35.1 6 6 27 53 67
Aver.
-— _ _ _—
1 6 N-f res 113 1 0 2 6 . 1 0 0 21.5 .13.7 ___ ___ 48.4 67 2 2 57 71
2 6 cottonseed 134 137 10.13 180.5 79.3 78.1 25.8 37.9 74.1 64 26 54 693 6 meal +  a lf  a'l- 182 188 14.47 257.9 1 0 2 . 2 119.1 37.5 39.0 6 6 24 56 70
Aver. f a hay +  corn
0 42.7 67 19 57 71
2 7 it 137 138 9.51 169.4 77.7 73.3 i 24.3 38.5 (50.5) (69) (61) (76)
(65.5)" 70.3 65 27 56 703 7 n 188 139 13.54 241.3 98.8 106.3 35.1 3S.8 62 23 57 71Avsr.
32.2 49 15 77 924 2 corn 117 119 .7.44 123.4 30.3 28.5 13.6 22.7 36.3 54 16 76 935 2 ti 108 108 7 . 6 6 127.2 81.7 30.1 20.9 27.1 41.7 55 23 74 90
6
Aver.
2 ti 116 115 7.49 124.3 70.4 32.4 2 0 . 2 20.4 53 18 76 92
36.0 47 15 78 934 3 n 119 119 8.05 133.6 38,3 29.5 2 0 . 2 2 2 . 8 13.0 43 73 905. 3 it 108 107 6.30 104.6 80.3 28.0 17.2 27.0 2 6 , 5 48 9 76 92
6 3 tt 115 113 6.35 105.3 70,4 25.6 17.2 2 0 . 2 46 1 2 76 92Aver.
TABLE 22 .- THE UTILIZATION OF THE FEOTEINS OF COTTONSEED MEAL, COHN AND








































D ig e stib ility
Ordinary




gm. m - m - mg. mg- mg. mg. mg. mg. p e t. pet. pet. pet.
4 4 corn + cotton- 1 2 2 131 9.95 176.8 80,4 61.1 24.9 24.3 60.2 60 31 6 6 805 4 seed meal 1 1 0 115 . 8.56 152.0 80.0 52.4 23.3 28.2 42.9 58 2 0 6 6 81
6 4 n 116 128 8.48 150.8 76,2 49.6 22,9 2 1 . 6 4 7 .S 56 25 67 82Aver, 58 25 6 6 81
4 5 fi 131 135 9.67 171.9 83.5 53.9 24.2 25.5 58.7 59 29 69 835 5 tt 115 125 8.04 142.8 78.5 42.0 21.9 30.1 44,2 61 2 2 71 8 6
6 5 if 128 132 7.73 137.4 66.4 42.0 20.9 23.0 49.9 63 30 69 85Aver. 61 27 70 85
4 6 K-f ree 13 5 130 9.02 0. 16.3 2 0 . 1 ___
5 6 cottonseed 134 139 11.03 196.6 88.5 92.2 30.1 34.3 46.1 60 15 53 6 86 6 j&eal+ cor n + 133 143 1 0 . 6 8 190.3 77.3 8 8  . 0 28.9 24.4 53.9 60 24 54 69Aver. a l f a l f a 60 2 0 54 69
5 7 n 139 144 10.77 191.9 8 6 . 8 82.1 29.4 35.5 52.4 63 2 1 57 736
Aver.








7 2 a l f a l f a  hay 103 109 9.33 171.0 61.0 91.4 24.8 21.3 43.4 62 23 47 618 2 i« n 103 105 9.19 165.8 62.5 91.1 27.4 2 0 . 0 39.6 58 16 45 629
Aver,








7 3 »1 tt 109 104 9..50 171.5 63.4 102.4 25.2 21,4 30.9 57 8 40 558 3 tt tt 105 103 8 . 2 0 148.0 55.9 88.7 24.4 2 0 . 0 27.8 57 6 40 579
Aver.








7 4 a l f a l f a  hay 107 117 1 2 , 8 6 219.6 95.1 105.3 34.2 22.5 53.4 51 17 52 588 4 + corn 106 125 14.82 253.1 105.8 111.9 44.2 2 2 . 2 79.6 55 25 56 739
Aver,








7 5 n 117 1 2 2 12.41 211.9 89.4 95.3 33,0 24.0 60.2 57 23 55 718 5 tt 125 129 13.34 227.8 38.0 101.5 39.3 24.4 78.1 62 30 55 739
Aver.








7 5 N-f ree 113 105 4.76 0 23.3 17.0 ___
8 6 cottonseed meall3 4 141 12.06 214.9 93.3 96.0 36.0 26.4 61.7 TT _ 2 2 55 72










+  corn + a l­
f a l f a


























Absorb­ U tiliz a ­ Absorb- D ig e stib ility
ed N re­
tained







co e ffic ien tsumed feces N 3 cient
gm m mg mg mg m v mg mg pet. pet. p et. pet.
157 13.55 241.5 109.2 8 6 . 0 33.3 37,2 79.6 62 30 64 78
60 26 60 75
147 11.55 205.8 82.0 90.1 34.4 27.6 68.3 64 29 56 73160 12.57 224.0 106.6 75;8 31.0 38.8 72.6 62 28 6 6 80
63 29 61 78
Method of calculation
1 . a - b - (c - i ) =  f 1
2 . e +  f 1 0 0  =  g 2
a - (c - d)
X
3
3. a - c -  b X 1 0 0  =  h
a -  c
4. a -  - c X 1 0 0  =  i
a
5. a - (c - d) X M O O a
A lose occurred during Kjeldahl di­
gestion of feces
Based on amount of fe ca l nitrogen 
per gram of food in Period 6
V I M Mi]?
49.87 44.26 I 55.56 I 70.82 I 63.51 I 39.92
-4.34 -13.80 9.82 -33.43 34.26 11.81
-22.29 | 22.85 | -24.49 | -0.35 | 59.60 | -46.07
49.25 I 38.62 I 28.86 I
D50 llluminant, 2 degree observer T'ft'r&a.d
3 68.80 -49
K w w rfiT rZ H Do
* 
b/
M
aM
s
